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ABSTRACT

Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are spending greater amounts of
time in inclusive classroom settings. The perceptions of teachers regarding the
educational placement of children with ASD are a critical topic of study, since teachers
are primarily responsible for the implementation of inclusion (Soodak, Podell, &
Lehman, 1998). While there is a substantial research base that has examined the attitudes
of teachers about inclusion, less research has focused on ASD that compared the attitudes
of general and special education teachers. As reported in the literature, there are multiple
barriers that prevent successful inclusion, particularly in high-poverty, urban districts.
Since teachers are key stakeholders in decision-making processes for students’
educational placement, their attitudes are important to assess as they may act as either
barriers or facilitators of inclusion. These high-stakes decisions inevitably alter students’
trajectories in terms of developmental outcomes, and therefore warrant further
examination. Identifying teachers’ specific resource needs is also crucial in determining
how to make inclusion more successful for this population of students.
Two similar surveys were developed and administered to 27 Autism Support (AS)
and 28 general education (GE) teachers who presently had students with ASD in their
classrooms. The surveys included quantitative items presented through a Likert-type
scale, as well as open-ended items. They were designed to gather information on teacher
demographics, students’ current and recommended placement, teachers’ perceptions of
child and context-related variables found in the literature to impact inclusion, and
resource needs.
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Overall, both AS and GE teachers felt their current students’ placement was
appropriate, though AS teachers’ ratings of appropriateness were significantly lower. AS
teachers reported they were likely to recommend more time in the general education
setting for a majority (70%) of their students with ASD. While GE teachers believed a
majority of their students (86%) should be included for most or all of the school day, they
recommended less time in general education for 27% of students. GE teachers also
expressed more concerns about the functioning of their students with ASD than they did
about their own ability to teach those students or aspects related to the classroom context.
AS teachers, on the other hand, felt less confident in the supportiveness and prior
experience of the general education teachers at their school, whereas they felt their
students were prepared to meet general education classroom demands. For both groups
of teachers, their beliefs about child-related factors were associated with their
recommendations for more time in an inclusive classroom. Identified barriers at the
classroom and school-wide levels differed significantly for AS and GE teachers, with AS
teachers focused more on skill development among general educators, and GE teachers
indicating a greater need for external supports (e.g., classroom assistants,
paraprofessionals). AS teachers also indicated a need for a more inclusive climate and
greater acceptance than did GE teachers.
Findings provide insight into the unique perspectives of AS and GE teachers, in
terms of their perceptions of inclusion and their identified resource needs. Results
indicate that the survey measures had good internal consistency (α = 0.86) and a factor
structure that clustered roughly as intended, despite the small sample size. Thus, this
measure may be a valuable tool for use in future research on this topic.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are the fastest growing category of disability
in the United States, with the most recent prevalence rates approximating 1 in 68 children
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2014). For students with ASD,
determining the most appropriate educational placement is challenging, since the needs of
this population are so varied and complex. Students with ASD have more significant
needs than their typically developing peers across social, communication, and behavioral
domains (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), which may significantly impact their
school functioning beyond academics. The potential for inclusion to improve the social
outcomes of students with ASD has been a significant focus in the literature, although
findings on how students fare socially within inclusive settings have been mixed (Eldar,
Talmor & Wolf-Zukerman, 2010; Humphrey & Lewis, 2008; Rotheram-Fuller, Kasari,
Chamberlain, & Locke, 2010). It is likely that the successful inclusion of students with
ASD involves more than just placement within the general education classroom, and is
dependent upon multiple contextual aspects in addition to the child’s level of functioning.
Rates of inclusion for students with ASD have increased steadily over the past
decade (National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2012). This educational model
is currently being implemented in schools and classrooms nationwide, regardless of
whether the necessary systems and structures to make it effective are in place. As key
stakeholders in this process, teachers’ perceptions of inclusive placement for students
with ASD inevitably impact its outcomes. Teachers have primary responsibility for the
1

implementation of inclusion, despite the fact that their recommendations for student
placement may often be de-prioritized in comparison to those of parents or
administrators. Because teachers spend the most time with students in the school setting,
their understanding of the students’ educational needs and overall classroom functioning
often exceeds that of any other team member. Moreover, teachers’ familiarity with the
classroom context enables them to foresee potential barriers to inclusive placement.
Failing to consider teachers’ perceptions of the factors that impact inclusion, as well as
their resource needs, places the overall success of this educational model at risk.
Furthermore, when teachers possess negative attitudes about students’ placements, the
potential for successful educational outcomes for the students may be diminished. It is
therefore useful to examine and address what perceptions influence teachers’ decisionmaking processes and resource needs regarding inclusion for students with ASD, in order
to ensure successful implementation.

Background
Historically, children with disabilities in the United States have faced a multitude
of education-related challenges in regard to access, opportunity, and quality education.
As with other diverse groups within American society, gaining rights to an equitable
education has been an ongoing battle with the values and attitudes of the majority culture.
Inclusion, though a relatively new term in education, has its roots in the civil rights
movement. The decision in Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 set an important legal
precedent upon which the inequitable education of children with disabilities could then be
challenged. Yet, nearly two decades elapsed before advocates and parents of children
2

with disabilities met success in landmark court cases, Pennsylvania Association for
Retarded Citizens (PARC) v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (1972) and Mills v. District
of Columbia (1972). The PARC ruling decreed that children with intellectual disabilities
(previously termed mental retardation) in Pennsylvania should have access to a free and
appropriate public education, and the Mills decision extended this ruling to all children
with disabilities (Horrocks, White, & Roberts, 2008). These cases significantly enhanced
the disability rights movement, paving the way for federal legislation that would
drastically change the education of students with disabilities in the United States
(Blanchett, 2009). More recent court cases have focused specifically on students’
placement within least restrictive environment, and several of these cases have been
essential in contributing to the inclusion movement in the United States. Oberti v. Board
of Education of Borough of Clementon School District (1993) emphasized inclusion as a
“right,” not a “privilege.” In Pennsylvania, Gaskin v. Pennsylvania Department of
Education (2005) was a class action suit filed by families of children with disabilities that
increased the movement towards inclusion nationwide. The settlement agreement called
for increased teacher training regarding the inclusion of children with disabilities.
Moreover, IEP teams were required to consider the general education classroom with a
“full range of supplementary aids and services” prior to the consideration of other, “more
restrictive” settings.
Public Law 94-142 or the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA)
of 1975, now referred to as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act
(IDEIA) of 2004, is recognized as the most important piece of legislation for this
population of students (Blanchett, 2009). Aside from ensuring a free and appropriate
3

public education (FAPE), it guides educational placement decision-making through its
mandate that students receive their education in the least restrictive environment to the
greatest extent appropriate to their needs (IDEIA, 2004). Over the years, the
interpretation of these regulations has increasingly been translated into the concept of
inclusion, a term that has taken on a range of meanings with implications not only for the
child’s educational placement, but also for the overall beliefs and expectations that others
hold for this population. Although the terms “inclusion” and “LRE” have been used
interchangeably by some advocates and professionals in the field, they are in fact distinct.
The LRE component of the law guarantees a continuum of services ranging from hospital
or homebound settings to full-time placement in the general education classroom
environment with necessary supports, and the law mandates that students with disabilities
have access to, participate in, and progress in the general education curriculum. The law
also requires the IEP team to justify decisions involving any placement outside of the
general education classroom setting.
Considered alongside the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) passed in 2001,
which mandates that students with disabilities participate in annual, statewide
assessments, school districts have become more accountable for ensuring these students’
academic achievement. Essentially, this responsibility has fallen onto teachers, who are
under added pressure to meet the needs of an increasingly diverse student population.
Particularly within large, high-poverty districts, the push toward inclusion without the
infrastructure necessary to sustain it may come at great cost to teachers and students by
means of poor student outcomes and the development of negative attitudes. Teachers’
positive attitudes contribute to a successful inclusion model (Simpson, de Boer-Ott, &
4

Smith-Myles, 2003), suggesting that a lack thereof may have the potential to undermine
the original intent of federal mandates.

Significance of the Problem
According to Lynch and Irvine (2009), it is important to “maintain an ongoing
dialogue” (p. 848) with stakeholders to understand and evaluate aspects of their
experience related to inclusion. Teachers are key stakeholders in placement decisionmaking for students with ASD, and the ones most responsible for the day-to-day
processes involved in the implementation of inclusion. Understanding the factors that
impact teacher attitudes and soliciting input about their needs is therefore necessary in
order to support teachers so that the potential benefits of this placement can be
maximized for students. The broad research base on teacher attitudes about inclusion has
been inconclusive. This may be partly due to the fact that many studies assess teacher
attitudes about inclusion as a hypothetical construct, without recognizing the specific
child and context-dependent factors that are so closely linked with these attitudes.
Attempting to consider teachers’ attitudes about inclusion in isolation is limiting, and
does not contribute to an in-depth understanding that may inform future intervention and
support efforts. Criticism has also been targeted at the lack of detail provided about the
measures used, particularly regarding their psychometric properties (Earnst & Rogers,
2009). To better assess teachers’ perceptions of the success of this placement for
students with ASD, it is necessary to examine the factors related to their decision-making
for specific students across a range of child, classroom, and school-wide factors.
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Most studies on teachers’ attitudes on inclusion have been focused on general
education teachers (Avramidis, Bayliss, & Burden, 2000; Bender, Vail, & Scott, 1995;
deBettencourt, 1999; Finke, McNaughton, & Drager, 2009; Fisher, Sax, Rodifer, &
Pumpian, 1999; Ross-Hill, 2009; Soodak, Podell, & Lehman, 1998). Next to the children
themselves, general education teachers have been most significantly impacted by the
inclusion movement, which has necessitated a shift in teaching practices and challenged
teachers’ overall beliefs about a population historically held to lower standards
educationally. General education teachers have had to adapt to these changes, despite
having limited input on their students’ placement (Simpson & Myles, 1993). Special
educators have undergone role changes as well, more commonly beginning to serve as
co-teachers or consultants to general education teachers in inclusive classrooms. Thus,
these two groups of educators that historically have had little contact with one another
within the school setting are now more often required to work together.
Examining the differences between special education and general education
teachers’ perceptions of inclusion is valuable, given their unique expertise and new roles
in this process. General education teachers may have stronger content knowledge and
understanding of how lesson material is connected with specific objectives aligned with
academic standards. Due to NCLB, in-service trainings for these teachers tend to be
focused on topics including new instructional methods, assessment tools, and how to
utilize data to improve student performance. Special educators, on the other hand, may
have a more in-depth understanding of individualized or small-group academic and
behavioral interventions, as well as accommodations or modifications that support
student learning. A few comparison studies of general educators’ and special educators’
6

attitudes about inclusion for students with disabilities have been conducted, given the
expectation of collaboration between these professionals working in inclusive settings
(Buell, Hallam, & Gamel-McCormick, 1999; Minke, Bear, Deemer, & Griffin, 1996;
Semmel, Abernathy, Butera, & Lesar, 1991). Findings from these studies suggest that, in
general, special educators tend to hold more positive views of inclusion, in addition to
perceiving themselves as having more skills and greater access to supports than general
education teachers (Buell et al., 1999; Minke et al., 1996). Recently, there has been some
focus in the literature on teachers’ attitudes about inclusion specifically for students with
ASD given the increasing rates of inclusion for this population (Eldar et al., 2010; Finke
et al., 2009; Park & Chitiyo, 2011; Rodriguez, Saldana, & Moreno, 2011). However,
teacher comparison studies on attitudes about inclusion for this population are minimal
(McGregor & Campbell, 2001; Segall & Campbell, 2012). In fact, there are currently no
existing studies that examine the factors impacting teachers’ perceptions of inclusion for
their current students with ASD. As the two primary professionals responsible for the
education of children with ASD, general and special educators’ experiences is a
worthwhile area of study that can be used to improve this process. Furthermore, gaining
insight into how teachers think about inclusion for this population has implications for
teacher preparation and in-service training.
Although research has demonstrated some positive outcomes of inclusion for
children with ASD, findings do not yet suggest that this educational model is appropriate
for all students on the spectrum (McGregor & Campbell, 2001; Simpson, Mundschenk, &
Heflin, 2011). Whether or not teachers are supportive, the general education classroom
setting is being decided on as the most appropriate placement for a growing number of
7

students with ASD. Although autism has become an increasingly prevalent diagnosis, it
is still not well understood, and the domains that encapsulate its core symptomology are
not areas in which general education teachers are well-trained. On the other hand, the
training of special educators has been criticized for being “disability- and deficit-based”
(Lipsky & Gartner, 1996, p. 771), with limited emphasis on the general education
curriculum. As a result, students in special education have had poor long-term outcomes
in comparison to their non-disabled peers (Lipsky & Gartner, 1996). Although full
inclusion still lacks an empirical base, students with ASD are spending increasing
amounts of time in the general education classroom setting (NCES, 2012). The value of
identifying the unique resource needs of both general education and special education
teachers for working with this population in inclusive classroom settings is therefore
significant in ensuring that inclusion is successful for this population.

Purpose and Research Questions
This study sought to examine factors related to teachers’ decision-making
processes and differentiate general education (GE) and special education, or Autism
Support (AS), teachers’ perceptions of inclusion for their current students with ASD. In
recognizing that teachers’ attitudes are context-dependent, the multiple systems-level
factors that teachers perceive as impacting their attitudes were also compared. Not only
did the study seek to determine how the attitudes of these two groups of teachers may
differ, but also to identify what they perceived to be the barriers of inclusion at the child,
classroom, and school-wide levels. Therefore, the research questions were as follows:
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1. What are the differences between AS and GE teachers’ perceptions of the
appropriateness of inclusion for their current students with ASD?
2. What are AS and GE teachers’ perceptions of the child, classroom, teacher, and
school-level factors related to their likelihood of recommending inclusion
placements?
3. What teacher demographics and experience are related to teachers’ placement
recommendations for their students with ASD?
4. What are the differences between AS and GE teachers’ child, classroom, and
school-wide level resource needs surrounding the inclusion of their students with
ASD?
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
Rates of inclusion for students with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are
increasing, and because teachers carry the most responsibility for the actual
implementation of inclusion, it is important to examine their attitudes about inclusion of
this population, as well as the factors that influence these attitudes. Inclusion is a
systems-level concept, and there are a range of child and context-specific factors that
influence teachers’ attitudes regarding this model. To help understand how these
attitudes impact teachers’ placement recommendations for students with ASD within the
urban context, this literature review explores relevant topics through an ecological
systems framework (Bronfenbrenner, 1977). This framework has been used to address
recent school-based issues involving ecological constructs that are impacted by factors at
multiple systems levels, such as bullying (Hong & Garbarino, 2012; Lee & Song, 2012),
children’s mental health development (Bean, 2012), and transition planning (Dente &
Coles, 2012). Ecological systems theory has also been applied specifically to research on
inclusion in recent years (Emam & Farrell, 2009; Kalenga & Fourie, 2012; Xu & Filler,
2008), as well as to the assessment and treatment of students with ASD (Dente & Coles,
2012; Vanbergeijk & Shtayermman, 2005).
According to Guldberg (2010), “in order for a child on the autism spectrum to be
fully included, there is a need to focus on the needs of the individual child, to work in
partnerships with parents and other professionals, to create enabling environments, and to
10

understand how autism might impact on learning and development” (p. 170). Ecological
systems theory recognizes the many contextual levels involved in inclusion, as well as the
interactions that occur across these levels. According to Bronfenbrenner (1977), at the
center of the ecological systems perspective is the child, and as such, this review begins
by providing a description of the characteristics of ASD and an overview of the
educational implications for the inclusion of this population in the general education
classroom. The barriers and facilitators of inclusion at various systems levels are
reviewed, with an emphasis on the implementation of this model in large, high-poverty,
urban districts. This discussion gives way to a review of the relationship between these
factors and the attitudes of key stakeholders (i.e. special education and general education
teachers) regarding the inclusion of children with ASD. These topics are all considered
within a systems-level perspective of how educational placement decisions are supposed
to be made for this population in accordance with legal mandates, which provides a
critical, macro-level context for the topic of this study.

Characteristics of Autism
Autism is a term commonly used to describe a group of developmental brain
disorders otherwise known as autism spectrum disorders (ASD). The most current data
on the prevalence of this disorder suggest that it affects 1 in 68 children in the United
States (CDC, 2014). According to the American Psychiatric Association (2013), ASD is
a developmental disorder characterized by impairment in basic areas of functioning that
include social, communication, and behavioral domains, with delays in functioning often
present before the age of three. First described by Leo Kanner in 1943, ASD has now
11

become a term familiar to many people outside the fields of medicine and psychology,
largely due to its growing prevalence. Significant growth in ASD research has also
occurred over the past two decades (Eldar et al., 2010), yet the dissemination of findings
by the media has increased many misconceptions held by the public. Thus, despite the
general public’s “familiarity” with the term, the disorder itself is still not well understood.
According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fifth Edition (APA, 2013),
one of the most significant areas of impairment in ASD is the social domain. The
impairment in social interaction that occurs can manifest in a variety of ways that may
involve ineffective use or understanding of nonverbal behaviors, challenges with peer
relationships, a general disinterest in shared activities, and difficulty with social or
emotional reciprocity. Many individuals with ASD have delayed language development
or are nonverbal, which impacts their ability to engage in developmentally-appropriate
conversation or play-related activities with others. Idiosyncratic speech or repetitive use
of language, sometimes in the form of echolalia, also occurs. Behaviorally, individuals
with ASD can be extremely rigid in their adherence to specific, often nonfunctional
routines. They may demonstrate a preoccupation with parts of objects or with restricted
patterns of interest, and sometimes may exhibit stereotyped and repetitive motor
movements (APA, 2013).
Students with high-functioning ASD (HFA) have been described as an
underserved and understudied population, in comparison to those with moderate or severe
ASD (Huang & Wheeler, 2006; Kasari & Rotheram-Fuller, 2005). Currently, there is no
set of formal diagnostic criteria for HFA, although this label is often used
interchangeably with Asperger syndrome, which was previously considered an official
12

diagnosis within the DSM-IV-TR but not the DSM-V (APA, 2013). While an in-depth
discussion of the distinctions between HFA and Asperger syndrome is beyond the scope
of this paper, research suggests that several differences between these two categories
exist (Huang & Wheeler, 2006; Kasari & Rotheram-Fuller, 2005). To differentiate the
characteristics of HFA with the broader population of students with ASD is perhaps more
relevant, though, especially in considering their varying needs as they pertain to
educational placement decisions.
Individuals with HFA experience significant social dysfunction and unusual
interests and patterns of behavior, similar to students with ASD across the spectrum
(APA, 2013). However, their cognitive ability and language skills are generally intact
and sometimes highly developed, aside from the area of social communication involving
pragmatic language (Emam & Farrell, 2009; Sciutto, Richwine, Mentrikoski, &
Niedzwiecki, 2012). For instance, students with HFA struggle to comprehend the
meaning of nonliteral language, such as humor or sarcasm (Kasari & Rotheram-Fuller,
2005). These challenges may be related to students’ performance on advanced theory-ofmind tasks in which this population has exhibited difficulty with understanding the
mental states or interpreting affective responses of others (Brent, Rios, Happé, &
Charman, 2004). The symptomology of HFA also includes challenges with executive
functioning, particularly in the areas of cognitive flexibility and planning (Geurts, et al.,
2004). Students’ challenges with executive functioning help explain their low tolerance
for environmental change, which can often lead to aggressive behaviors or tantrums
(Sansosti & Sansosti, 2012). Other emotional problems, such as anxiety and loneliness,
have also been described in the literature as an area of concern for students with HFA
13

(Huang & Wheeler, 2006). These problems are likely related to students’ growing
awareness of their deficits in social skills as they become older, as suggested by findings
that adolescents with HFA report significantly higher levels of loneliness than their
typically-developing peers (Locke, Ishijima, Kasari, & London, 2010). Despite the desire
to facilitate friendships with their peers, Locke and colleagues (2010) emphasized that
these students lacked the appropriate skills to do so. Given the broad range of needs for
this population, it is clear that supporting these students within the school setting warrants
significant planning, regardless of the specific educational placement.

Educational Placement Considerations for Students with ASD
Within the school setting, meeting the needs of students with ASD can be
challenging, given the range of social and behavioral issues associated with this
disability. Due to the heterogeneity of the disorder, and students’ unique patterns of
cognitive and academic strengths, the needs of these students are often irregular and
therefore perplexing to educators (Simpson et al., 2011). One reason for this may be the
extent to which social skills and social communication are implicated across academic
and behavioral tasks (e.g., taking turns, listening to others, asking for help) within general
education settings (Ostmeyer & Scarpa, 2012). As the fastest growing group of students
that require special education, schools are under increasing amounts of pressure to
adequately service this population (Hendricks, 2011). Given the complexity of the
disorder, determining the most appropriate educational placement and identifying
necessary supports is not always a straightforward process.
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Nearly fifty years passed between when Kanner first published his findings on
autism and when it was added as a distinct category to federal special education law
(IDEA, 1990). The IDEA definition of ASD encompasses the five disorders that
comprise ASDs, describing it as
a developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and nonverbal
communication and social interaction, generally evident before age 3, that
adversely affects a child's educational performance. Other characteristics often
associated with autism are engagement in repetitive activities and stereotyped
movements, resistance to environmental change or change in daily routines, and
unusual responses to sensory experiences. (§300.8)
Contextual features of the classroom and school are thus important to consider in
determining the setting that will meet these students’ needs, while maximizing their
educational progress. According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2012),
the percentage of students with ASD spending the majority of their school day in the
general education classroom setting increased by more than 50% from 2000 to 2009.
Yet, research on the effectiveness of inclusion is limited overall, particularly for the
population of students with ASD (Osborne & Reed, 2011; Yianni-Coudurier et al., 2008).
As discussed further in the following section, increasing rates of inclusion are likely due
to more philosophical considerations regarding inclusion, among other factors, and are
not necessarily research-driven (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011).
Considerations for the educational placement of students with ASD must include
the availability of research-based instructional strategies found to promote the
development of social and academic skills, while supporting the potential behavioral,
communication, and sensory issues of these students (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011; Simpson
et al., 2011). Simpson and colleagues (2011) also emphasize teaching skills for
independent living, which involves instruction in the areas of adaptive behavior, as well
15

as vocational training and planning. To foster greater independence, structure and set
routines are critical, as is the teaching of organizational skills and strategies (Mesibov &
Shea, 1996; Simpson et al., 2011). Ultimately, a long-term objective for students with
ASD would be for them to generalize learned skills across settings (Ostmeyer & Scarpa,
2012).
Thus, whether or not instruction occurs primarily in general or special education
classroom settings, teachers must have an understanding of ASD and the evidence-based
approaches used to successfully teach this population, or have access to this information
through ongoing training or consultation. As emphasized by Guldberg (2010), the
diversity within the population of children with ASD warrants an approach that is childspecific and assessment-based, utilizing a combination of strengths-based and remedial
interventions. Given the rising rates of inclusion in recent years, more research has
revolved around specific, individualized interventions for students with ASD that can be
used in the general education setting (Crosland & Dunlap, 2012). Examples of some of
the strategies that have been used to support students behaviorally and foster greater
independence include antecedent procedures (i.e., prompting, priming, visual schedules),
delayed contingencies, and self-management strategies (Crosland & Dunlap, 2012). To
target social functioning, interventions such as peer tutoring and social skills training
have made use of the social/communicative aspects of the general education setting, often
by integrating typically-developing peers into interventions (Crosland & Dunlap, 2012;
Garfinkle & Schwartz, 2002; Rao, Beidel, & Murray, 2008). The effectiveness of many
of these interventions has likely contributed to the push for inclusion for this population.
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At the same time, some features of the general education classroom may render it
a less appropriate placement for students with ASD, and at times detrimental to students’
well-being. Simpson et al. (2011) attribute this to the limited expertise among general
educators regarding the social and communication needs of students with ASD, as well as
the lack of sufficient time to teach skills in these non-academic areas. In addition, some
traditional instructional approaches common to the general education classroom setting
may not fully support the needs of students with ASD, such as relying strictly on verbal
explanations of material (Jordan, 2005). Clearly, educational placement considerations
for students with ASD involve multiple components, and the brief discussion here has
been focused on the broad characteristics of children on the spectrum. Additional
considerations are discussed in later sections on student outcomes related to inclusion and
educational decision-making for students with ASD.

Defining Inclusion
Though currently one of the most common words heard in reference to special
education, inclusion is an elusive concept that has been defined in countless ways (Lynch
& Irvine, 2009; Ravet, 2011). There is no definition of “inclusion” in federal or state
legislation (Vakil, Welton, O’Conner & Kline, 2009), which has led various
organizations and advocacy groups to develop working definitions that attempt to capture
the broad range of the term. The lack of a common definition serves as a limitation in
reviewing the current literature base on the outcomes of this educational model.
Additionally, the study of attitudes towards inclusion becomes challenging without
consensus of an operational definition. To further complicate the issue, the term
17

“inclusion,” has also been used interchangeably with words like “mainstreaming” and
“integration.” Depending on one’s stance, “inclusion” may also mean what some refer to
as “full inclusion” or “authentic inclusion.” Although a full review of the nuances of
these concepts exceeds the realm of this study’s focus, a brief discussion distinguishing
these terms is warranted.
In its most concrete form, inclusion refers to the educational placement of
children with disabilities in general education classrooms with their non-disabled peers
“to the maximum extent possible” and with the provision of all necessary services and
supports (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998, p. 309). This definition most closely aligns with the
provisions of least restrictive environment (LRE) from IDEA 2004 and helps explain why
the terms “inclusion” and “LRE” are often used interchangeably. Given this definition,
proponents of “inclusion” believe in a continuum of services based on the inherent
limitations of the general education setting when viewed as the sole placement option
(Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998). This is not to say that the general education should not adapt to
the needs of students with disabilities, providing all feasible supports. Rather, it counters
the misconception that the “least restrictive environment” is the general education
classroom, recognizing instead that this setting may not provide the best support for every
student, all of the time.
Lynch and Irvine (2009), on the other hand, argue that unless students’ placement
in the general education classroom is full time, it should otherwise be referred to as
mainstreaming or integration. Mainstreaming was a term more commonly used in the
United States after the initial passage of P.L. 94-142 when students with disabilities
began moving from self-contained settings into ‘mainstream’ general education
18

classrooms. The term integration, more often used in the United Kingdom, was initially
conceptualized as referring to a student’s placement, level of social involvement with
non-disabled peers, and participation in functional activities with peers (Avramidis &
Norwich, 2002; Simpson & Sasso, 1992). These two terms share the underlying
philosophy that a child must demonstrate “readiness” for the general education
classroom, and they assume that the students’ involvement will be based on the extent to
which they can “assimilate” to that environment (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Mesibov
& Shea, 1996).
In stark contrast to this notion, current advocates of inclusion (referred to by
Fuchs & Fuchs as ‘full inclusionists’) emphasize that all students with disabilities should
be full-time members of general education classrooms while receiving all necessary
supports within that setting (Blanchett, 2009; Lynch & Irvine, 2009). This understanding
of inclusion renders a shift away from the “readiness” stance which is arguably rooted in
a deficit model of disability. Proponents of this broader, more deeply philosophical
conception of inclusion believe that the classroom, school, and ultimately society, should
accommodate to each and every child (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002). In a statement by
the National Association of State Boards of Education (1995) inclusion was depicted as
“a philosophy of supporting children in their learning…[that] is part of the very culture of
a school or school district and defines how students, teachers, administrator, and others
view the potential of children” (Fisher et al., 1999, p. 257). An even broader
interpretation of inclusion extends to the societal level as a human rights issue, as
captured in UNESCO’s (2005) definition of inclusion as “a dynamic approach of
responding positively to pupil diversity and of seeing individual differences not as
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problems, but as opportunities for enriching learning” (p. 12). These more expansive
understandings of inclusion explain why it has been described as a crucial component of
a systems approach with implications for both school restructuring and societal reform
(Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Lipsky & Gartner, 1996; Lynch & Irvine, 2009).
However, in their discussion of inclusion specifically for students with ASD, Simpson
and Sasso (1992) warn that advocates have relied too heavily on their justification of
inclusion as the “moral and just thing to do” (p. 1), and that full inclusion “should be
considered experimental until the approach has been scientifically validated” (p. 5).
For the purposes of this study, a definition of inclusion as referring primarily to
placement within the general education setting is the most appropriate, considering it is
the most commonly understood and utilized definition of the term among educators in the
field (Sansosti & Sansosti, 2012). However, it is inappropriate to ignore the complexity
of the term by considering it as referring to the simple issue of placement. In fact, as
Lynch and Irvine (2009) remark, conceptualizing inclusion in this way implies that it “is
nothing more than another label” (p. 846) leading to the continued exclusion of students
even within the so-called “inclusive” classroom. This issue is central to the consideration
of attitudes about inclusion and disability. Thus, in addition to assessing teachers’
attitudes, this study also focuses on identifying teacher-reported barriers to inclusion.
Further discussion on how these issues were integrated into this study is included in the
methodology section.
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Contextual Variables Related to Inclusion
Understanding the classroom and school-level components of successful inclusion
is essential in thinking about placement decisions being made for students with
disabilities. With certain contextual features in place, teachers may be more open and
accepting of having students with disabilities in their classrooms. Lipsky and Gartner’s
(1996) framework has been cited as a widely accepted model of the necessary factors of
an effective inclusion model in the schools (Lynch & Irvine, 2009). Their framework
consists of seven key components: visionary leadership, collaboration, a refocused use of
assessment, supports for staff and students, funding, effective parental involvement, and
curricula adaptation and the adoption of effective instructional practices (Lipsky &
Gartner, 1996). Overall, these factors denote inclusion as an ongoing process for schools
and educators to continue to strive for, rather than a final “outcome” that can be
objectively defined. Each element is considered to be critical, yet there is the potential
for multiple barriers to arise for any given component. These barriers can impact
teachers’ attitudes, which contribute to the success of the overall model.
Considering how these components align with the needs of students with ASD in
inclusive settings is critical, since the needs of these students are unique. Lynch and
Irvine (2009) evaluated Lipsky and Gartner’s (1996) framework for inclusion alongside
Dawson and Osterling’s (1997) model of best practices for students with ASD and found
significant overlap. Dawson and Osterling’s (1997) model of the six programmatic
elements necessary for the education of students with ASD include specialized
curriculum content, highly supportive teaching environments and detailed generalization
strategies, predictability and routine, a functional approach to challenging behaviors,
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transition support, and family involvement. These elements, considered the “basic
minimum” (p. 850) in terms of education for students with ASD, were drawn from a
review of eight most widely published interventions for this population in an effort to
consolidate commonalities among the program components. Naturally, individual
student considerations warrant that decision-making related to specific interventions
exceed these foundational elements. However, the presence of these teacher and
classroom-level components is essential.
In regard to inclusive settings for students with ASD, Simpson and his colleagues
(2003) developed the Autism Spectrum Disorder Inclusion Collaboration Model, which
involves five interrelated components: (1) environmental and curricular modifications,
general education classroom support, and instructional methods, (2) attitudinal and social
support, (3) coordinated team commitment, (4) recurrent evaluation of inclusion
procedures, and (5) home-school collaboration. Meant to provide guidelines and
supports specifically for general education teachers working with students with ASD, the
model “emphasizes shared responsibility and shared decision-making among general
educators, special educators, and support personnel…[acknowledging] consideration of
both learner behaviors and instructional factors” (Simpson et al., 2003, p. 117). Hence,
collaboration is at the center of the model.
The current study aligns primarily with the second and third components of this
model related to promoting attitudinal support for the inclusion of students with ASD and
ensuring a team-driven approach. The need to integrate the historically separate
approaches to education taken by special education and general education teachers, while
clearly defining their new roles, is a necessary challenge. Ultimately, a strong,
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professional relationship between these teachers can foster a sense of “shared
responsibility” for the education of students with ASD within the inclusive setting
(Simpson et al., 2003). Simpson and his colleagues also (2003) emphasize the need to
“carefully prepare environments” in a way that supports greater acceptance of students,
noting that guidelines for doing so are generally unavailable. Understanding attitudes
and the varied factors that impact these attitudes is therefore essential, as stakeholders’
lack of acceptance for inclusion is liable to undermine the entire model.

Individual Outcomes of Inclusion for Students with ASD
Teacher attitudes can be significantly influenced by their experiences with
children with ASD in the classroom. While rates of inclusion continue to increase, there
have been very mixed results in the inclusion literature about whether it is effective for
students with ASD. Lynch and Irvine (2009) point out that the inclusive classroom
experiences described in the ASD literature tend to reflect fewer elements of effective
inclusion based on Lipsky and Gartner’s (1996) model than found for other disability
groups. This may be due to the fact that the prevalence of ASD has increased
significantly over the past decade, with educational research for this group of students
lagging behind. Their conclusion aligns with Mesibov and Shea’s (1996) literature
review from over a decade earlier, in which they found limited support for the benefits of
inclusion for students with ASD. It is important to note that these authors were focused
on the outcomes of full inclusion, leading them to conclude that a continuum of services
is still necessary given the unique characteristics of this population of students.
Additional research on the specific outcomes of inclusion for students with ASD is
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clearly needed, particularly since these outcomes are likely to vary as a function of the
contextual aspects of inclusion models. Given the characteristics of students with ASD,
students’ social and behavioral functioning has dominated the literature on inclusionrelated outcomes, with some research examining academic and language outcomes.
Students with ASD have exhibited both positive and negative outcomes across these
areas (Eldar et al., 2010; Simpson et al., 2011), and positive outcomes of inclusion have
been found more consistently in younger populations of students with ASD (Ferraioli &
Harris, 2011).
Due to the potential for students with ASD to improve their social functioning
through interactions with their typically-developing peers, this area has received the most
attention in regard to outcomes of inclusion for this population. In addition, the specific
types of behavioral and emotional problems exhibited by included students with ASD
tend to be notable (Jordan, 2005; Osborne & Reed, 2011). Teachers’ attitudes may
therefore be shaped by the degree to which they feel prepared to support students with
ASD around these needs. Positive outcomes related to the social functioning of students
with ASD in inclusive classrooms indicate that these students are not isolated, nor do
they report significantly different levels of loneliness than their peers (Chamberlain,
Kasari, & Rotheram-Fuller, 2007). In addition, over the course of the academic year,
students’ behavior problems have been found to decline (Osborne & Reed, 2011).
Students with ASD have demonstrated increased levels of self-help, self-restraint,
perseverance, coping, and overall independence as a result of being included in general
education classrooms, as reported by case managers (Eldar et al., 2010). In addition,
some studies involving social skills interventions conducted within general education
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classroom settings have been found to elicit positive social gains in students with ASD
(Garfinkle & Schwartz, 2002; Kasari, Rotheram-Fuller, Locke & Gulsrud, 2012). For
instance, in a randomized controlled trial of two separate social skills interventions,
significant improvements were found across various social indicators for children with
ASD who were assigned to an intervention involving their typically-developing peers,
and positive gains were maintained over time (Kasari et al., 2012). In another study,
Garfinkle and Schwartz (2002) found increases in students’ social behavior and peer
imitation, based on a structured intervention implemented by the classroom assistant.
The generalization of learned skills, particularly social skills, is therefore an opportunity
that may be increased in general education classrooms, as the behavior of children with
ASD is more social when around typically developing children as compared to other
students with ASD (Eldar et al., 2010).
Although the academic domain has been the most limited area of research for
students with ASD in inclusive settings, there have been some positive outcomes. While,
overall, results from a study by Eldar et al. (2010) found varied outcomes regarding
students’ learning of academic skills, some students over the course of the year met or
exceeded class-wide averages. This was consistent with results from earlier studies in
which teachers rated approximately 25% of their students with higher-functioning ASD
as performing at an average level academically in comparison to their typical peers
(Eaves & Ho, 1997). Students with ASD have also been found to have more developed
educational goals when included in the general education classroom (Eldar et al., 2010).
Additionally, some studies on younger, preschool-aged students with ASD have reported
gains in IQ after spending time in inclusive settings (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011).
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Despite these positive outcomes, findings from some studies suggest inclusion is
not always effective for students with ASD. This is something that may shape teachers’
attitudes, particularly if their prior experiences of having students with ASD in their
classrooms were unsuccessful. Some studies conducted with older elementary school
students and adolescents with ASD found these students to have significantly higher
levels of loneliness and poorer friendship quality than their typically-developing peers
(Locke et al., 2010; Rotheram-Fuller et al., 2010). Also concerning are current findings
about the incidence of bullying experienced by this population of students within
inclusive settings, which has been found to occur more often within general education as
opposed to special education settings (van Roekel, Scholte, & Didden, 2010; Wainscot,
Naylor, Sutcliffe, Tantam, & Williams, 2008). Students with ASD have been found to
exhibit negative behaviors including aggression, defiance towards the classroom teacher,
and other stereotypical behaviors (e.g., echolalia, ticks), as reported by inclusion
coordinators (Eldar et al., 2010). Other studies also suggest that students with ASD have
difficulty with task completion and paying attention, and demonstrate higher levels of
hyperactivity when compared to their typically-developing peers (Eaves & Ho, 1997;
Ostmeyer & Scarpa, 2012).
Thus, while many studies suggest that inclusion is promising, the placement of
students with ASD within the general education classroom setting does not automatically
lead to improvement in terms of their social, behavioral, and academic functioning.
Teachers’ attitudes may therefore be shaped by their concerns about the functioning of
their students with ASD across these areas. Some findings suggest that teachers and
classroom peers can be important components of interventions designed to support the
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skills necessary for the success of students with ASD within inclusive classroom settings.
However, teachers must not only demonstrate the willingness to support these students,
but also have access to the training and resources necessary to do so effectively.

Systems-Level Barriers
In considering inclusive classroom placement for students with ASD, there is a
multitude of systems-level barriers that may influence not only the initial decisionmaking process for students, but also the ultimate success of their placement (Sansosti &
Sansosti, 2012; Sciutto et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2011). At the school and district
level, the lack of certain structural and organizational supports for inclusion can
undermine the overall success of the model. In large, urban districts, these systemic
challenges are often exacerbated due to high levels of teacher and staff turnover, the
pressure on administrators and teachers associated with high-stakes testing, and
budgetary problems, yet inclusion is becoming increasingly common practice (Beloin &
Peterson, 2000; Glazzard, 2011; Voltz, Sims, Nelson, & Bivens, 2008). Although
empirical evidence has not supported full inclusion for students with disabilities, findings
do reveal that the long-term outcomes for students receiving special education (which has
traditionally taken place outside of the general education classroom setting) are poor
(Blanchett, 2009). Students who are excluded from the general education setting often
have fewer opportunities to acquire the skills and access the social capital needed to
succeed in life outside of the school environment. Although this argument alone has
been used to justify increased rates of inclusion, features of the general education
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classroom setting within this context vary widely, and in some cases may impede the
learning outcomes for students with disabilities.
Some of the most common class-wide challenges discussed in the literature
include class size, noise level, and the behavior and reactions of the classroom peers
toward the student with ASD. In general, these challenges tend to be exacerbated within
large, urban settings. Reduced class sizes and the addition of trained support staff have
been described in the literature as classroom-level facilitators of inclusion, allowing for
increased teacher attention and differentiation of instruction when the adult-student ratio
is low (Simpson et al., 2003). Class sizes and teacher-student ratios in large districts tend
to be higher than averages nationwide (NCES, 2010), particularly in urban, high-poverty
districts in which budgetary constraints prohibit the hiring of additional teachers. With
higher numbers of students in the classroom, the noise level is more likely to increase,
and this has already been identified as problematic for some students with ASD (Eldar et
al., 2010). A noisy classroom environment can also create a sense of unpredictability,
which many students with ASD do not tolerate well. While one of the strongest
arguments for inclusion is the potential for the classroom peers to serve as models of
appropriate behavior and social skills, this depends on how accepting these students are
to children with disabilities. The behaviors exhibited by a student with ASD might be
perceived as odd, particularly since the characteristics of autism are not always “visible”
to students and teachers (Sciutto et al., 2012). In some instances, this may lead to
fighting or bullying, which has been a recent focus of research for this population (van
Roekel et al., 2010; Wainscot et al., 2008). Also, given the fact that large, urban districts
often struggle to attract more highly qualified and experienced teachers, the decreased
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effectiveness of instruction and behavior management in some classrooms may interfere
with students’ progress (Stotko, Ingram, & Beaty-O’Farrell, 2007). When the behavior
of the classroom peers is poorly managed by the teacher, the opportunity for students
with ASD to improve their behavior through peer role models is limited. Furthermore, it
counters one of the main arguments in favor of inclusion for this population.
Beloin and Peterson (2000) describe some of the most significant barriers to
inclusion within high-poverty urban districts as existing at the school and community
levels. Attitudinal barriers dominate the research on inclusion for students with
disabilities, including those with ASD. Pivik, McComas, and LaFlamme (2002) have
divided attitudinal barriers into two categories – intentional and unintentional.
Intentional attitudinal barriers manifest through rejection or bullying of a student with
disability, for example, while unintentional attitudinal barriers are grounded in a lack of
knowledge, understanding, or awareness (Pivik et al., 2002). Given their impact on
placement decisions and outcomes, the attitudes of stakeholders, including teachers,
parents, and administrators, have been widely studied. The impact of inclusion on typical
peers has been a concern expressed by teachers, parents, and administrators, who worry
that it will adversely impact the academic progress of students and slow down the pace of
instruction (Finke et al., 2009; Fisher et al., 1999). Research in this area has not validated
these concerns, however, as studies have generally revealed similar levels of progress
among students in inclusive versus non-inclusive classrooms (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011).
Similarly, students’ standardized test scores have not been found to be significantly
impacted by the inclusion of students with disabilities (Idol, 2006). Beliefs such as these
are based largely on a deficit perspective, which emphasizes how learning and behavioral
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challenges exhibited by the child with a disability are internal to the child, rather than
dependent upon contextual variables (Ravet, 2011). This perspective is believed to
contribute to lowered expectations of students with disabilities, which then influence
student outcomes.
Across systems levels is the concept of collaboration, which is central to Simpson
et al.’s (2003) model of inclusion for students with ASD, yet often serves as the most
significant barrier. This component relies on a sufficient number of highly-trained staff
to communicate effectively in the ongoing process of establishing and modifying their
roles and responsibilities. This refers most to teachers, who in general have been found
to lack adequate preparation (Buell et al., 1999; Scheuermann, Webber, Boutot, &
Goodwin, 2003; Simpson et al., 2011). Buell and colleagues (1999) also point out the
negative attitudes special educators and general educators sometimes have toward one
another, particularly when roles are ill-defined and responsibilities are not clarified.
Among staff members involved in inclusion, a lack of collaboration can also contribute to
the formation of negative attitudes, particularly when there is unresolved disagreement,
and these dynamics have been noted through prior studies (Eldar et al., 2010).

Decision-making about Educational Placement for Students with ASD
Decision-making about the educational placement of students with ASD in the
United States is guided by legal mandates, most notably those set forth in IDEA and
NCLB. To varying degrees, these decisions are also impacted by individual
stakeholders’ moral and ethical stances, as well as their past training and current
knowledge of the research base on inclusion for students with ASD. What is less often
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considered is the impact of personal values and attitudes. In making decisions about the
educational placement of students with ASD, stakeholders who adopt a “readiness”
stance may consider the specific skills that students need to have prior to entering the
general education classroom. Since parental advocacy helped to initiate the inclusion
movement (Ross-Hill, 2009), parents may be more inclined towards the philosophical
view of inclusion, thus adopting a “rights-based” perspective as opposed to a “needsbased” approach to decision making most utilized by stakeholders within the school, as
guided by educational law (Lynch & Irvine, 2009).
Placement decision-making that is “needs-driven” must first consider the child’s
functioning level. Among the student-level variables that have been found to be
associated with educational placement for students with ASD are age, cognitive ability,
academic achievement and severity of autistic behavior (Eaves & Ho, 1997). In a study
investigating the variables related to placement and academic achievement of students
with ASD in Canada, Eaves and Ho (1997) found that placement in general education
classrooms was associated with age and cognitive ability, with younger students who had
higher verbal IQs being significantly more likely to spend time in inclusive classroom
settings. Similarly, Yianni-Coudurier and colleagues (2008) investigated the
characteristics of young children with ASD (i.e., age range = 3-5 years) and found that
the number of hours spent in inclusive settings was positively associated with age and
level of daily living skills, whereas students with more behavioral difficulties (e.g.
uncooperativeness, irritability) were less likely to be included. Although the sample of
students in this latter study was younger, findings are similar in that the authors
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concluded that more independent students with fewer behavior problems tend to spend
more time in inclusive settings.
According to Simpson et al. (2011), “the decision to place students with ASD in
general education classrooms [often] has less to do with the child’s characteristics and
more to do with the preferences of the adults who develop the IEP” (p. 8). The IEP team
members, at a minimum, must include at least one general education and special
education teacher, the child’s parents or legal guardian, a representative of the local
educational agency (often the school principal or school psychologist), and when
appropriate, the child with the disability (IDEIA, 2004). Among the members of the
multidisciplinary team that are involved in placement decisions for students with ASD,
the opinions of each stakeholder will inevitably vary. Parents and administrators have
been found to have more positive attitudes about inclusion than teachers (Bennett,
Deluca, & Bruns, 1997; Cook, Semmel, & Gerber, 1999). This may be due to the “topdown fashion” (Cook et al., 1999, p. 204) in which inclusion decisions are often made, by
those who are not actually responsible for the day-to-day implementation. Prior positive
experience with both inclusion and students with ASD has been found to be associated
with principals’ recommendations for inclusion (Horrocks et al., 2008). This is
consistent with findings related to the factors that most impact teachers’ attitudes.
However, principals have expressed less concern than teachers over the necessity to
preserve resources for special education students once they are included, indicating that
their favorable attitudes are partly influenced by their belief that inclusion is more costeffective (Cook et al., 1999). Studies have also shown that parents express more concern
about the attitudes of staff and students toward their child with a disability than do other
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stakeholders (Bennett et al., 1997). Family support for inclusion and the extent to which
parents “push” for inclusion may rely on how informed parents are of the options for
their child’s placement, as students from families with higher socio-economic status have
been found to spend more time in inclusive settings (Yianni-Coudurier et al., 2008).
The opinions of students with ASD are an important consideration, as well, and
placement in inclusive classrooms has been found to create substantial social and
emotional challenges for students (Humphrey & Lewis, 2008; Humphrey & Lewis, 2008;
Mayton, 2005). For instance, students with ASD have reported minimal interaction with
the classroom teacher and their typically-developing peers, stating that they felt ignored
within the general education setting. Despite the increasingly reported prevalence of
bullying within this population, students with ASD have also expressed a desire to “fit
in” with their typically developing peers (Humphrey & Lewis, 2008). These students,
particularly those who are higher functioning, may therefore opt for inclusive classroom
placements, in order to avoid the stigma associated with self-contained settings.
Teachers may be more focused on whether they will have access to the necessary
resources, as well as the impact of inclusion on their instruction and planning (Bennett et
al., 1997; Sansosti & Sansosti, 2012). Yet overall, teachers’ attitudes tend to bear less
weight toward these decisions, despite the significant responsibility they acquire as a
result of students’ placement. A more in-depth discussion of the factors found to most
impact teachers’ attitudes about inclusion is provided below.
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Teacher Attitudes about Inclusion
The positive attitudes of key staff, especially teachers, are thought to be essential
for successful inclusion (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Emam & Farrell, 2009; Simpson
et al., 2003). These attitudes can contribute to greater acceptance of the overall model of
inclusion, but also of the students with disabilities that are spending more time in the
general education classroom setting. Attitudes are a worthwhile area of study, given the
link between attitudes and behavioral intent (Segall & Campbell, 2012). For teachers to
purposefully include students with disabilities in their classrooms, they must feel positive
about the process to begin with. This explains why attitudes are an essential component
of theoretical models of the necessary components of effective inclusion (Lipsky &
Gartner, 1996; Simpson et al., 2003). Since the success of inclusion as an educational
model relies on various components at multiple systems levels, teachers’ attitudes can
also be conceptualized as being multifaceted and complex in consideration of these
different components. In fact, several studies have concluded that teachers’ attitudes
towards inclusion are impacted by multiple barriers and facilitators across various
stakeholders (e.g. individual student, teacher, parents, administrators) and contextual
levels (e.g. classroom, school) (Soodak et al., 1998). The barriers to inclusion as selfreported by teachers are generally consistent with the barriers described previously.
Several reviews of the broad research base on the inclusion of students with
disabilities have been conducted in an effort to synthesize major findings regarding
teachers’ attitudes and identify the factors that most contribute to these attitudes
(Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; de Boer, Pijl, & Minnaert, 2011; Scruggs & Mastropieri,
1996). Due to the complex nature and implications of placement decisions for students
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with disabilities, along with the varied methodology employed across studies, it is not
surprising that research on teacher attitudes about inclusion has been mixed.
Additionally, teacher attitudes about inclusion have also been found to be attributed to a
wide range of factors. Following a brief summary of the general findings on teacher
attitudes, an overview of the factors impacting teachers’ attitudes is provided. This
overview is organized according to child, teacher, and context-related variables in line
with systems theory and in accordance with several prior studies (Avramidis & Norwich,
2002; Soodak et al., 1998).
Many individual studies have found that general education teachers are supportive
of inclusion for students with disabilities (Avramidis et al., 2000; Bender et al., 1999;
Bennett et al., 1997; Ross-Hill, 2009), while others have found that teachers lack support
for this model (deBettencourt, 1999; Minke et al., 1996). Attitudes tend to vary
depending on how this term is operationalized and how attitudes are assessed. Also,
because teachers’ attitudes are influenced by so many factors, it is difficult to ascribe
meaning to these broad findings without considering context. Several reviews have
attempted to synthesize findings on this topic, but consistent results have not been found.
For instance, in a review of 28 studies on teacher attitudes toward
mainstreaming/inclusion conducted between the years 1958-1995, Scruggs and
Mastropieri (1996) found that most teachers supported the general concept of inclusion,
despite less than half of teachers thinking inclusion was realistic for students. Avramidis
and Norwich (2002) found “evidence of positive attitudes” (p. 129) among teachers in
their review. However, in another review conducted in the Netherlands by de Boer and
colleagues (2011), who examined articles published in a 10 year period from 1998-2008,
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most general educators held either neutral or negative feelings about inclusion. Special
educators, considered to have the expertise needed to lead inclusion reform in schools,
have expressed concerns about the potential for special education students to improve
their academic achievement in inclusive classroom settings (Cook et al., 1999). This
might be based on their beliefs that general education teachers do not have the necessary
skills needed to implement inclusion successfully (Cook et al., 1999).
Child-level factors that have been found to impact teacher attitudes about
inclusion include the type and severity of the students’ disability. In their study of
predominantly White, female general education teachers, Soodak and colleagues (1998)
found that teachers’ attitudes about inclusion differed based on the type of disability, with
teachers being less receptive to students with intellectual disabilities, learning disabilities,
and behavior disorders than physical disabilities or hearing impairments. Avramidis and
colleagues (2000) similarly found that students with emotional and behavior disorders
were of more concern to general education teachers than students with other disabilities.
Although ASD was not specifically included as a disability classification in these studies,
it is likely that these students would have been rated similarly to those with learning and
behavior-based disabilities, given their symptomatology. These disorders are more
complex, overall, and therefore require more differentiation, accommodations, and other
supports that teachers may perceive as increasing their workload demands. The severity
of students’ disabilities was indicated largely by the extent of students’ behavioral
problems, which also impacts teachers’ willingness to accept students with disabilities in
their classrooms (Avramidis et al., 2000; Soodak et al., 1998).
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Teacher-level factors that impact attitudes about inclusion include a range of
demographic variables, as well as professional skills and sense of self-efficacy. Some
demographic variables found to impact attitudes include gender, age, grade level, years of
teaching experience, and prior experience with inclusion. While findings about the
impact of most of these demographic variables on teachers’ attitudes have been mixed,
several studies have found that younger teachers are more supportive of inclusion
(Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Ernst & Rogers, 2009; Park & Chitiyo, 2011). Consistent
with this finding, more years of teaching experience has been found to be negatively
associated with teacher attitudes (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Bennett et al., 1997;
Soodak et al., 1998), such that the longer teachers have been in the classroom, the less
supportive they are of including children with disabilities. This has been attributed to
teacher preparation programs, which have become much more focused on preparing
teachers for inclusive classroom environments. Thus, newer teachers are entering the
field expecting to work with diverse groups of students, and the amount of coursework
related teaching students with disabilities has been found to have a positive impact on
teacher attitudes (Bender et al., 1995; Ernst & Rogers, 2009). At the same time, prior
experience working in inclusive classrooms and with students with disabilities is
associated with more positive teacher attitudes (Avramidis et al., 2000; Ernst & Rogers,
2009; Idol, 2006), as is the provision of adequate training (Avramidis et al., 2000; Ernst
& Rogers, 2009; Ross-Hill, 2009). Teachers’ sense of self-efficacy has been found to
correlate with positive attitudes toward inclusion (Bender et al., 1995, Soodak et al.,
1998), with opportunities for collaboration found by Soodak and colleagues (1998) to
mediate this relationship. Self-efficacy is thought to come from training and experience,
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and allows teachers to feel empowered that they have the ability to use their knowledge
and skills to achieve successful outcomes for students with disabilities in their classrooms
(Buell et al., 1999). Yet, Buell et al. (1999) point out that personal and context-related
variables also impact teachers’ sense of efficacy in their classrooms. Some studies have
also shown that special educators have more confidence in their ability to implement
inclusion than general education teachers (Buell et al., 1999). However, this may be
related to the amount of experience teachers have working within inclusive classrooms.
For instance, in a district that had been implementing inclusion for nearly two decades,
both general and special educators working in inclusive classrooms within the district had
higher self-reported efficacy than did general education teachers working in noninclusive classrooms (Minke et al., 1996). This finding suggests that experience with
inclusion over time may balance out any differences in attitude that may be found
initially between these two groups of teachers.
Environmental variables that impact teacher attitudes have also been widely
studied. In general, available supports that exist at both the classroom and school-wide
levels have been associated with more positive attitudes about inclusion (Avramidis &
Norwich, 2002; Minke et al., 1996). This is consistent with findings that teachers’ access
to resources is predictive of teachers’ self-reported success with inclusion programs
(Bennett et al., 1997). In terms of classroom-level factors, class size has been found to be
negatively correlated with teachers’ sense of self-efficacy, (Bender et al., 1995), and
Soodak and colleagues (1998) found a small, significant relationship between class size
and teacher attitudes. Successful inclusive classrooms as identified by teachers in a study
by Minke and colleagues (1996) were also described as having sufficient staff with
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appropriate training. In terms of school-wide variables, administrative support and
collaboration have been identified as “powerful predictors of teachers’ positive attitudes
toward inclusion” (Soodak et al., 1998, p. 483). In addition to school principals, the
positive attitudes of other staff members (i.e., special educators) who work in close
proximity with general educators are likely to carryover (Cook et al., 1999). Finally,
concerns about planning time, materials, and other more tangible resources have also
been found to negatively impact teacher attitudes (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002).
Teacher Attitudes about Inclusion for Students with ASD
Among the vast literature base on teachers’ attitudes about inclusion for students
with disabilities, a limited number of studies examine teachers’ attitudes specifically in
regard to the inclusion of students with ASD. Other studies have explored teachers’
attitudes toward their students with ASD, without directly focusing on students’
educational placement. These studies have important implications for this topic,
however, considering previous findings that teacher attitudes about inclusion are
impacted by the type of disability (Avramidis et al., 2000; Soodak et al., 1998). In
contrast to the broader literature base on teacher attitudes about inclusion, few studies
specific to students with ASD have targeted general education teachers. While some
studies exploring stakeholder attitudes about inclusion for students with ASD have
included both general education and special education teachers in their samples, only one
known study was designed to directly compare these attitudes. However, this study
compared teachers’ general attitudes regarding the placement of this population, rather
than assessing the attitudes and needs of teachers who currently had students with ASD in
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their classrooms. Moreover, the study did not seek to evaluate the barriers to teachers’
attitudes within the context of a large, urban district.

General Education Teachers
Robertson, Chamberlain, and Kasari (2003) evaluated the relationships between
general education teachers and elementary school students with ASD included in their
classrooms. The study took place in two middle-class, urban school districts, across 12
classrooms. Specifically, they examined the impact of the behavior of these students (N
= 12) on their relationships with their teachers and their level of social inclusion within
the classroom. Overall, teachers reported positive relationships with their students with
ASD, although higher teacher ratings of students’ behavior problems decreased
relationship quality between teachers and their students with ASD. More negative
teacher-student relationships were also associated with lower levels of social inclusion
within the classroom for the included students with ASD. Teachers’ ratings of student
behavior problems varied widely across the student sample, and overall, the authors
found students’ level of social integration in the classroom to be similar to that of their
typically-developing peers, even when the students were accompanied by a
paraprofessional. Conclusions by the study’s authors regarding the overall success
experienced by the student participants was believed to be related to the strong working
relationships established between the classroom teachers and paraprofessionals. In
addition, the paraprofessionals had significant training in working with students with
disabilities, and both parties received ongoing in-service training on ASD and special
education topics throughout the year.
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In a similar study, Emam and Farrell (2009) utilized direct observation and semistructured interviews to examine the interactions between general education teachers and
teaching assistants (TAs) toward students with ASD who were included. Specifically,
these researchers sought to explore the tensions experienced by teachers given the unique
characteristics of students with ASD, as well as how these tensions shaped teachers’
attitudes about their students’ placement. Students (N = 17), whose ages ranged from 7
to 16 years, were included in general education classes full-time. The researchers
conducted semi-structured interviews with students’ teachers, teaching assistants (TAs),
and special education coordinators, along with classroom observations focused on the
relationships between the students with ASD and their teachers, TAs, and peers.
Findings from this study indicate that child-related variables (i.e., ASD-related
symptoms) were the source of most of the tension experienced by staff regarding
inclusion. The most significant challenges faced by staff revolved around student’s
social and emotional functioning, which had a notable impact on teacher-student
relationships and caused teachers significant frustration. Observational data revealed that
in classrooms with TAs, these professionals provided substantial support to students with
ASD and were relied on heavily by the general education teachers, who saw them as
“experts.” In classrooms without TAs, general education teachers fared better in
elementary versus high school classrooms in terms of supporting students with ASD
effectively. The authors concluded that teachers’ frustrations impact their interactions
with students, and also shape their views regarding the supports needed. The presence of
TAs was thought to be critical to teachers’ ability to manage their frustrations.
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Several studies have employed a qualitative methodology to examine teachers’
attitudes about inclusion. Most of these studies have been conducted in schools and
classrooms in which inclusion was already occurring (Eldar et al., 2010; Finke et al.,
2009). Thus, they sought to examine information on process-related variables obtained
through interviewing or focus group techniques, which allowed the researchers to better
understand teachers’ experiences in shaping their attitudes. In many of these studies, the
focus was therefore on the aspects of inclusion that made it successful or challenging – in
other words, process – as opposed to ascertaining attitudes about the model itself.
Finke et al. (2009) conducted online focus groups across 15 weeks with five
elementary school teachers who had students with ASD using augmentative and
alternative communication (AAC) currently in their classrooms. The authors sought to
explore teachers’ attitudes regarding the benefits and challenges of inclusion for the
students with ASD, their parents, their classmates, and themselves. A majority of the
participants identified the benefits for students as involving increased opportunities for
social interactions with their peers, who acted as role models of more appropriate
behavior within the general education classroom. Most teachers also reported that
students gained skills in the areas of academics, language, and social functioning.
However, teachers relayed their concerns about the students’ overstimulation and stress
as a result of less structure and higher noise levels than students had been accustomed to.
Teachers described themselves and the students’ classmates as having acquired greater
awareness and tolerance for the students with ASD, and expressed the belief that this led
to greater acceptance of diversity more generally. Furthermore, teachers were pleased
with their realization that they had become more effective teachers overall. Some of the
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challenges described for the classroom peers involved increased noise levels, which
teachers believed was a function of the classroom needing to accommodate students with
increasingly diverse needs. Some teachers also felt that the typical peers were afraid of
the challenging behaviors of students with ASD. Challenges to teaching primarily
involved the increased planning and preparation time, noise level and amount of
disruptions, and managing interactions with parents and effectively addressing their
concerns. Overall, teachers emphasized that the benefits of inclusion outweighed the
challenges. However, the sample of teachers that participated may have been somewhat
biased, with teachers who had more negative experiences electing to not participate.

Special Education Teachers
In a study conducted in Spain, Rodriguez and colleagues (2012) administered
questionnaires to special education teachers (N = 69) of students with ASD to assess their
attitudes related to teaching students with ASD. These teachers taught at either
mainstream (N = 40) or special education schools (N = 29) and were involved in a
broader study focused on examining the needs of students with ASD throughout the city
of Seville. Given this context, the surveys were designed to be completed with
consideration of a specific child with ASD. Based on a six-point Likert-type scale,
teachers reported positive attitudes about teaching students with ASD overall (M = 4.6,
SD = 0.6), and expressed confidence in their ability to effect positive changes in their
students’ learning. Among predictors of teachers’ attitudes were their experiences
working with students with ASD, type of school, and their school’s relationship with one
of the ASD “networks” (i.e., parental and professional ASD groups throughout the city of
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Seville that collaborated with schools to provide specific supports to teachers). This
latter variable was most predictive of teachers’ positive attitudes, and the authors
attributed this to the training and overall commitment to the population of students with
ASD emphasized by these networks in their work with the teachers. When combined,
less experience with the population, limited association with the ASD networks, and
being in a mainstream school were associated with more negative attitudes. Overall, the
authors attributed this impact to the lack of resources within mainstream schools. While
these findings align with the research overall, the specific conclusions presented are less
applicable to the current study, given the small percentage of students with ASD
currently educated in separate schools in the United States. The attitudes of special
education teachers working within mainstream schools depicted in this study do not
necessarily reflect that of special education teachers in public schools in the US.
Another method of examining teachers’ attitudes toward students with ASD has
been to evaluate teachers’ expectations for students’ long-term outcomes. Ivey (2007)
examined the expectations of 15 special educators toward a range of long-term outcomes
for their students with ASD between the ages of 4 and 21. Using a five-point Likert
scale, teachers rated their responses to 20 items for importance (1 = highly unimportant, 5
= very important) and likelihood (1 = highly unlikely, 5 = very likely). Overall, items
were rated higher for importance than likelihood, suggesting that teachers felt that their
students would have difficulty achieving many of the outcomes, despite their importance.
However, the authors noted the higher variability in terms of ratings for outcomes, which
they attributed to the variability in functioning related to the disorder. Safety was rated
highest in importance (M = 5.00, SD = 0.00), along with outcomes related to participation
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in the community, independent living, and other longer-term, quality of life outcomes.
Although outcomes were less focused on school-related issues overall, the authors
expressed concerns about the level of expectations held by the participants, as this may
have an impact on students’ self-concept and the extent to which teachers follow through
with IEP goals and adequately plan for transition. Broad conclusions for this study are
difficult, however, given the small sample size and broad range of ages of students in the
sample. Specific information regarding the students’ level of functioning was
unavailable, although students attended either residential schools or self-contained
classrooms within public schools, suggesting that they may have been lower-functioning.
In a study conducted in Israel by Eldar et al. (2010), the authors sought to
examine the attitudes of inclusion coordinators regarding the successes and challenges of
inclusion for included students with ASD, in addition to the factors that impact these
experiences. Although the inclusion coordinators were not teachers, they worked with
students with ASD within general education classrooms to facilitate the process. Their
role and prior training was therefore more similar to that of a special educator who may
be serving as a consultant or co-teacher. Eight coordinators were selected from the
broader sample of 37 to conduct follow-up individual interviews, after they had
submitted ongoing bi-monthly reports and completed a comprehensive final report on
what they identified as the most significant successes and problems within the
framework. Overall, students with ASD experienced successes and challenges across
social, behavioral, and cognitive domains. In terms of the factors that were perceived by
the coordinators to contribute to or detract from the successful inclusion of their students,
student-related factors were less impactful than contextual factors. Specifically,
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stakeholders’ (i.e., general education teacher, inclusion coordinator, typically-developing
students, students with ASD, parents, administrators) level of training and preparation for
the process surrounding inclusive placement was perceived as making a difference in
outcomes. The utilization of appropriate instructional strategies (i.e., priming, picture
schedules, positive reinforcement, peer-mediated interventions) was also seen as
essential. Finally, cooperation among stakeholders was perceived as being influential to
the overall process, and the inclusion coordinators indicated that despite general
education teachers’ expressing a willingness to collaborate around the child’s needs, this
was not consistently reflected in their practice. Thus, findings suggest that contextual
variables have a significant impact on the outcomes of inclusion, in some ways more so
than child-level variables. Since the coordinators were not asked directly to discuss their
attitudes about inclusion, it is unclear as to whether these contextual factors carry more
weight than child-level variables in this area, as well. Additionally, gathering
information from the general education teachers directly could provide a helpful
comparison. The selection of the eight participants out of the larger sample may also
reflect a bias, in that the researchers found them to have particular “insight” about the
process of inclusion for students with ASD, which was how they were selected. Had the
broader sample of 37 coordinators been used, findings may have been different.

Teacher Comparison Studies
In a comparison of general education and special education teachers’ attitudes
toward the integration of students with ASD conducted in Scotland, McGregor and
Campbell (2001) developed two separate but closely aligned surveys which they
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administered to 72 teachers (specialist: N = 23; mainstream: N = 49). The mainstream, or
general education teacher sample was further divided into those who had prior experience
teaching a child with ASD (N = 22) and those who did not (N = 27). Though findings
were not statistically significant, approximately half of the specialist (47%) and
mainstream teachers with experience (47%) agreed that students with ASD should be
fully included when possible, in comparison to the beliefs of mainstream teachers without
experience (27%). All teachers reported that the “degree” of autism, in terms of students’
functioning, was more of a consideration for inclusion than academic ability or
personality factors. Significant findings were reported for the differences between
specialist and mainstream teachers about the importance of staff attitudes, which a
majority of specialist teachers (78%) believed was essential for successful inclusion.
Teachers felt similarly about the potential for included students with ASD to have more
social interactions and benefit from the modeling of their peers, yet mainstream teachers
expressed more concerns about students’ social issues, in contrast to specialist teachers
who were focused on the likelihood of students experiencing anxiety or sensory issues as
a result of the more chaotic general education classroom environment. McGregor and
Campbell concluded that the most substantial influences upon teacher attitudes involve
previous contact and experience working with students with ASD, and confidence in their
abilities to work with this population of students. The authors suggest that this latter
factor arises through preparation and support. Although this study sought to directly
compare the attitudes and needs of general and special education teachers, these attitudes
and needs were assessed based on teachers’ consideration of students with ASD overall.
Given the heterogeneity of the population of students with ASD, the current study seeks
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to assess teachers’ attitudes about specific students currently placed in their classrooms.
In addition, it explores the unique barriers related to teachers’ attitudes about inclusion
for this population within a large, urban district.
Another study examined the relationship between the experience, knowledge, and
attitudes of school professionals (i.e., general education teachers, special education
teachers, administrators, and school psychologists) related to the inclusion for students
with ASD (Segall & Campbell, 2012). Using the Autism Inclusion Questionnaire (AIQ)
previously developed by one of the authors, 196 participants including 53 general
education teachers and 71 special education teachers responded about their knowledge of
ASD and best practices for students with ASD, as well as their opinions about inclusion
for this population. Overall, 92% of participants reported positive attitudes about the
inclusion of students with ASD, with special education teachers holding more favorable
attitudes than general education teachers. Across all participants, there was consensus on
the importance of attitudes for successful inclusion outcomes. More experience,
knowledge, and awareness of best practices with ASD were all associated with more
favorable attitudes toward inclusion, as well as with actual experience utilizing
appropriate practices across the sample. However, the relationship between these factors
was only significant for general educators, whose attitudes toward inclusion for students
with ASD were found to have moderate correlations with knowledge, awareness, and use
of strategies. The authors attributed this finding to the nature of the training received by
general educators regarding typically-developing children, which likely makes their
attitudes about inclusion more salient than for a special educator. They concluded that
general education teachers especially would benefit from more ASD-specific and
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inclusion-related training or coursework. Special educators, on the other hand, given
their higher levels of knowledge regarding ASD, were recommended as potential trainers
and consultants around these topics. While the survey measure used in this study
included some items about stakeholders’ general opinions about inclusion for this
population, it was more focused on assessing ASD-related knowledge and awareness of
best practices. The study did not seek to identify the systems-level factors that may have
impacted stakeholders’ attitudes, nor did it directly ask teachers to identify their resource
needs.
Some studies have examined teachers’ attitudes toward students with ASD,
without directly focusing on inclusion. Olley, Devellis, McEvoy-Devellis, Wall, and
Long (1981) developed a measure, the Autism Attitude Scale for Teachers (AAST), that
was recently utilized in a study evaluating teachers’ attitudes toward children with ASD
(Park & Chitiyo, 2011). The scale, composed of 14 items with an internal consistency of
0.87, was administered to 127 general education (N = 105) and special education (N = 22)
teachers from a small Midwestern town. Teachers rated items on a five-point Likert-type
scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Overall, teachers demonstrated
positive attitudes towards children with autism (M = 4.06, SD = 0.81), and there were no
significant differences found between the attitudes of general and special educators. As
reported by Park and Chitiyo (2011), these ratings reflected a positive change in attitudes
from when the scale was original administered in 1981, when the mean score among
general educators was found to be 2.98. The authors attributed this change in part to the
influence of the inclusion movement, which may have led to increased exposure between
the general education teachers, composing the majority of the sample, and students with
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ASD. The authors also speculated that positive attitudes toward students may be
attributed to their existing beliefs in support of inclusion. While the scale did include
questions related to inclusion and student placement, the wording primarily referred to
“separate schools” rather than classrooms. Given the currently accepted understanding of
inclusion, these items seem somewhat outdated to draw these conclusions. In addition,
while findings regarding positive attitudes toward this population of students are
promising, the study only considered teacher demographics that may impact their
attitudes, ignoring other context-related variables.
The current study therefore provides a comparison of general and special
education teachers’ attitudes about inclusion for specific students with ASD in their
classrooms. This is a different approach from prior studies, all of which have inquired
about students with ASD in general. Asking teachers to consider inclusion for specific
students may provide more valid information about their attitudes. Previous studies have
not considered contextual features of teachers’ classrooms and schools may impact their
attitudes toward the placement of their current students. In addition, no known studies
have specifically focused on the barriers identified by teachers working within highpoverty, urban districts.

Teacher Resource Needs Related to Inclusion for Students with ASD
Given the complexity of inclusion associated with the increasing diversity of
students being educated in the general education classroom, the need for specific
resources to support the effective implementation of this model is indisputable. The
Autism Spectrum Disorder Inclusion Collaboration Model conceptualized by Simpson
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and his colleagues (2003) describes a range of supports thought to be necessary
components of effective inclusion models for students with ASD. Their
recommendations include the availability of trained support personnel, smaller class
sizes, collaborative problem-solving relationships, sufficient planning time, support from
paraprofessionals, and in-service training. Among these resources, training has been a
focus in the literature, likely because of its feasibility. With training, general education
teachers in particular are likely to be more accepting of the inclusion of students with
ASD, and more confident in their ability to support this population in their classrooms
(Eldar et al., 2010; Idol, 2006; Segall & Campbell, 2012; Simpson et al., 2003). While
training has been widely emphasized, the specific training needs of special education
teachers have been less well-examined. Moreover, special educators have been found to
have greater knowledge and expertise related to ASD and the varied needs of students
with disabilities in general (Segall & Campbell, 2012). Given the expertise of special
educators, their insights into the resource and specific training needs of general education
teachers may prove helpful, particularly given their expanding roles as consultants and
co-teachers within general education settings. Yet, their own unique resource needs are
less often considered, relative to general education teachers.
Several studies (Berry, 2011; Buell et al., 1999; Minke et al., 1996) have
examined the training and support needs of teachers regarding inclusion, without
specifically focusing on the population of students with ASD. Across these studies,
teachers have identified a range of specific topics for training, as well as broader systemic
and structural supports that they feel would help them be more successful with the
implementation of inclusion. Specific areas of identified need by general educators
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themselves include how to make modifications and accommodations, monitor academic
progress, adapt the curriculum, manage student behavior, write IEPs and use assistive
technology (Buell et al., 1999). Teachers have also expressed a desire for additional
planning time in order to meet with parents or other team members (Bennett et al., 1997).
General education teachers have been found to perceive themselves as having less
support and more limited access to resources than do special educators, which has
important implications for their sense of efficacy to impact positive outcomes within this
model (Buell et al., 1999). Given the fact that teacher self-efficacy has been found to
impact teacher attitudes about inclusion (Bender et al., 1995; Soodak et al., 1998), it is
worthwhile to identify the resources teachers need, especially in under-resourced school
districts.
Several studies have found that the resource needs of general educators who have
students with ASD in their classrooms are not unique as compared to the literature on
inclusion for the broader population of students with disabilities. Among general
educators who had students with ASD in their classrooms, some of these needs have been
identified through the use of focus group methodology (Finke et al., 2009). In regard to
their students with ASD using AAC, teachers identified challenges and supports
pertaining to the child, classmates, and themselves, similar to other studies on the
inclusion of students with disabilities. Their challenges primarily involved coordination
with other team members and a clear understanding of team member roles. Teachers also
described a need for more time, additional supports within the classroom, and reduced
class size, as well as expressing frustration with parents. In comparison to other studies
in which general education teachers have been less aware of the need for acceptance of
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students with ASD in comparison to special educators (McGregor & Campbell, 2001),
however, the teachers in this study identified this need as a challenge. This was
demonstrated through teachers’ difficulty fielding questions by students in the class about
the child with ASD, and ensuring that classmates received sufficient time and attention
from the teacher. Specific challenges regarding the students with ASD, involved the
increased amount of noise and environmental stimulation, as well as their difficulties
with communication and social skills (Finke et al., 2009). In terms of supports, teachers
emphasized the degree of parent support and open communication between home and
school that they felt was a major facilitator of the success of inclusion in their classrooms.
Administrative support in the form of training, time built into the day for co-planning,
and the provision of curricular materials and tools was seen by teachers as essential, as
was effective communication among team members (Finke et al., 2009). The majority of
participants also emphasized the importance of the help offered towards the students with
ASD by their classmates. Finally, “maintaining a positive attitude towards the inclusion
process” (Finke et al., 2009, p. 118), having an understanding of their students’ strengths
and needs, utilizing strategies to promote greater independence among their students with
ASD (e.g., picture schedules, PECS), and hosting classwide discussions on the varying
needs of students in the classroom were identified as teacher-level facilitators of
inclusion.
Given the unique characteristics of students with ASD, other studies have sought
to identify teachers’ specific resource needs regarding the inclusion of this population of
students. For instance, one of the few existing studies that examined the specific resource
needs of special education teachers was conducted by Hendricks (2011), who utilized a
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web-based survey administered to teachers (N = 498) throughout the state of Virginia
who served students with disabilities. A majority of the population (61%) had taught a
moderate (4-9) or large (10 or more) number of students with ASD, while 39% of the
population surveyed had taught a small number (3 or less) of students with ASD. The
author developed a needs assessment survey that included items asking special educators
to rate their levels of knowledge (ranging from “little knowledge” to “very
knowledgeable”) and implementation (ranging from “rarely implemented” to “frequently
implemented”) of best practices for students with ASD on a five-point Likert-type scale.
Overall, teachers self-reported low to intermediate levels of knowledge of ASD and best
practices for serving this population of students (M = 2.89, SD = 0.87). General
knowledge of ASD was the highest rated area of teacher knowledge (M = 3.12, SD =
0.92), while the areas of communication (M = 2.72, SD = 1.07), social (M = 2.61, SD =
0.99), and sensory-motor (M = 2.54, SD = 1.02) skills were teachers’ least knowledgeable
areas. Teachers also reported limited knowledge of effective strategies targeted to these
areas of need, and low overall implementation of these practices. The authors concluded
that special educators, despite their experience working with students with disabilities,
require significantly more training on ASD and best practices for working with this
population. While the authors recommend that this happens largely at the pre-service
level, in-service professional development is also warranted, as the authors point out that
ASD research and practice continues to expand.
Rodriguez and colleagues (2012) also examined the resource needs of special
educators in Spain related to teaching students with ASD. A majority of these teachers
(64.9%) had less than five years of teaching experience, and nearly half (42%) had never
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worked with a student with ASD. Teachers were administered a 22 item Likert-type
survey in which they rated the relevance and urgency of items across four subscales –
need for information, need for social support, need for help to explain to others, and need
for added resources. They rated responses on a 6-point scale, ranging from “I do not
need this at all” to “This is important and I need it urgently. I need it now, without
delay.” Overall, teachers identified the need for information (M = 3.0, SD = 1.2) and the
need for social support (M = 3.0, SD = 1.1) to be the highest needs for special educators.
The specific types of information requested included how to decrease behavior issues and
teach social, communication, and academic skills. Teachers also requested more
information about ASD. The specific social supports requested most included talking to
other teachers of students with ASD, speaking to experts more regularly, and reading
more about the disability. Although help with explanation was less indicated, teachers
did endorse a need for help with advising the parents of their students with ASD. Lower
demand for additional resources (i.e., extra staff, material support) was noted overall, and
this was explained as being likely due to the low rates of inclusion among students within
the sample. Pending increases in the rates of inclusion for students with ASD, the
authors anticipated that these demands would increase. The types of needs examined for
special educators in this study are similar to those identified in the literature for general
educators, and this is likely due to the significant percentage of the sample that lacked
any prior experience working with students with ASD, as well as with inclusion.
Only one study was found that purposefully sought to compare the specific
resource needs of general education and special education teachers regarding their
students with ASD, based on teacher input. McGregor and Campell’s (2001) study of
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specialist and mainstream teachers in Scotland evaluated their resource needs by asking
teachers through open-ended sections of their questionnaires to identify the problems of
both the students with ASD and their typically-developing counterparts. In terms of the
students with ASD, specialist teachers reported greatest concerns about the students’
insecurity, confusion, and concentration within the general education environment,
whereas the mainstream teachers saw greater challenges with class size (and therefore,
less individual attention) and social interaction. For the classroom peers, specialist
teachers were concerned about their response to the aggression and other behaviors of the
included children with ASD. Peers’ responses to the behaviors were also a concern for
mainstream teachers, as was anticipated difficulty understanding the broader differences
between themselves and the students with ASD. The authors further assessed the
resource needs of mainstream teachers by asking them to rate their ability to cope with
some of the issues students with ASD might experience in their classrooms. In general,
mainstream teachers indicated that they would have difficulty coping most with the
students’ screaming or aggression, followed by depression and lack of self-control.
Mainstream teachers with prior experience working with students with ASD, however,
rated their ability to cope as being somewhat better than teachers who had never worked
with a student on the spectrum. When asked how an educational psychologist could
provide additional supports, both specialist and mainstream teachers requested more
advice and strategies related to instruction and behavior management. Interestingly, both
groups also thought it would be helpful for the psychologist to gain a better
understanding of the child in order to do so, and mainstream teachers felt that more
regular contact and classroom observations would facilitate this.
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Thus, research on the identified needs of general and special educators pertaining
to the inclusion of children with ASD is sparse, and no known studies have examined the
unique needs of teachers working within a high-poverty, urban district. Given the
systems-level variables that impact inclusion, teachers’ identified needs should be
examined at the child, classroom, and school-wide levels. Furthermore, having teachers
identify the barriers to inclusion for specific students with ASD currently in their
classrooms provides a better indicator of their needs, as opposed to considering the
hypothetical inclusion of these students. This is in contrast to some existing studies that
surveyed teachers who had no prior experience including students with ASD in their
classrooms (McGregor & Campbell, 2001; Rodriguez et al., 2012)

Assessing Teacher Attitudes and Resource Needs
There is currently no well-established, widely used measure of teacher attitudes
about inclusion, as most surveys have been developed by the primary investigators of
these different studies to specifically measure their research questions. In addition, the
degree to which the survey measures are described by their authors varies, making it
difficult to compare how attitudes have been assessed, as well as draw conclusions across
studies. Some authors broadly describe survey content as overall themes or scales, while
others provide the specific items. More recently, in response to the common critique
(Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Earnst & Rogers, 2009) of poorly defined methodology
and vague descriptions of survey content among publications on this topic, researchers
assessing teacher attitudes about inclusion have begun to provide more specific
information about scale development and the psychometric properties of their measures.
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Methods used to assess teachers’ attitudes about inclusion have primarily utilized
quantitative self-report surveys (Bender et al., 1995; Buell et al., 1999; Cook et al., 1999;
deBettencourt, 1999; Earnst & Rogers, 2009; Minke et al., 1996; Van Reusen, Shoho, &
Barker, 2001; Ross-Hill, 2009; Semmel et al., 1991; Soodak et al., 1998), and to a lesser
extent, semi-structured interviews conducted with teachers individually or through focus
groups (Fisher et al., 1999; Idol, 2006; Glazzard, 2011). While survey measures have
prevailed as the dominant methodology, there has been growing acknowledgement of the
value of collecting qualitative information from teachers. Because results from surveys
on teacher attitudes is essential in identifying potential areas for intervention, information
about teachers’ experiences with inclusion and their perceptions of the barriers to this
educational model is valuable in determining teacher training and resource needs. Thus,
more studies have begun to gather both quantitative and qualitative information from
participants through mixed-method approaches that involve the use of both attitudinal
surveys and interviews, or surveys that include items with both Likert-type and openended response formats (Avramidis et al., 2000; Bennett et al., 1997; DeSimone &
Parmar, 2006).
Some existing measures on teacher attitudes about mainstreaming and/or
inclusion that have been utilized in more than one study include the Scale of Teachers’
Attitude Toward Inclusion (STATIC; Cochran, 1997; Ross-Hill, 2009), the Opinions
Relative to Mainstreaming Scale (ORM; Avramidis et al., 2000; Antonak & Larrivee,
1995), the Mainstream Attitude Survey (MAS; Bender et al., 1995; deBettencourt, 1999),
and the Regular Education Initiative Teacher Survey (REITS; Cook et al., 1999; Semmel
et al., 1991). These measures primarily used Likert scales, with the exception of the
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REITS, which utilized a binary forced-choice response mode. The measures range in
length, from six items (MAS) to 61 items (REITS), with the ORM and STATIC scales
falling in the middle of that range with 25 and 31 items, respectively. While determined
to have strong psychometric properties, these surveys represent the variability of existing
measures on this topic. Even within this sample of measures, most were revised during
subsequent use either due to outdated or inappropriate language (Avramidis et al., 2000;
deBettencourt, 1999) or the need for only certain items (Avramidis et al., 2000), and in
some cases, revisions are mentioned but not described (Ross-Hill, 2009).
Although far fewer studies have measured teachers’ attitudes about inclusion and
its outcomes specifically for students with ASD, those that have done so have employed
similar methodology, including self-report surveys (McGregor & Campbell, 2001;
Rodrìguez et al., 2012; Segall & Campbell, 2012) and focus groups (Finke et al., 2009).
Other related measures have examined teacher attitudes toward children with ASD (Olley
et al., 1981; Park & Chitiyo, 2011) or the relationship between teachers and their
included students with ASD (Robertson et al., 2003). Although these latter studies did
not specifically focus on the educational placement of this population, results may serve
as an indicator of attitudes about inclusion for this population, since teacher attitudes
about inclusion have been found to be associated with disability type, as discussed
previously (Soodak et al., 1998).
Given the impact of teacher-related factors on teachers’ attitudes about inclusion,
most survey measures include a demographic section to collect data on the teachers’
gender, grade level, and any prior training/experience related to their teaching, with some
surveys specifically asking about prior disability-related training/experience. To assess
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teachers’ attitudes about inclusion, most surveys regarding the population of students
with ASD asked about teachers’ opinions more generally, as seen in the broader literature
base. No existing survey measures have assessed teachers’ attitudes about inclusion
while considering the needs of their current student(s) with ASD, a gap that is being
addressed within the current study.
Most researchers who have conducted comparison studies have also utilized one
measure for all raters (Rodriguez et al., 2012; Segall & Campbell, 2012), which may have
limited the range and specificity of the items. Only one known study (McGregor &
Campbell, 2001) directly sought to compare the attitudes of general education and special
education teachers through the use of two distinct survey measures. McGregor and
Campbell’s (2001) separate but aligned survey measures were created for specialist and
mainstream teachers of students with ASD. The measures allowed them to compare
various aspects of teachers’ attitudes, while also examining some separate features. Both
measures inquired about teachers’ attitudes about factors related to the success of
inclusion, advantages and disadvantages of inclusion for both special education students
and their typically developing peers, and the role of the educational psychologist as
related to inclusion. However, these measures asked teachers to rate all items for
children with ASD in general, rather than focus on a particular student. Furthermore,
they asked teachers to identify hypothetical, rather than actual, barriers and factors that
may impact the success of inclusion. On the specialist survey, teachers were asked to
rate the frequency of various behaviors commonly exhibited by students with ASD, and
this was aligned with a section on the mainstream teacher survey in which they had to
rate how well they thought they would be able to handle these behaviors. Some items
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differed completely between the two surveys. For instance, using an open-ended format,
the specialist survey asked teachers about aspects of the curriculum they found most
difficult to teach students with ASD, and what advice they had for mainstream teachers.
The specialist survey also asked teachers to describe what they believed was the “ideal
teaching situation” for this population of students.
While certain aspects of these surveys were relevant to the present study, the
measures were not designed to evaluate teacher attitudes about inclusion for specific
students with ASD – those whose placement decisions teachers were likely involved in or
would soon be involved in, and those who were currently in their classrooms. This is an
area that has not yet been addressed in the literature on teachers’ attitudes about inclusion
for this population. In addition, the language of the surveys did not match current
educational jargon, nor did it capture existing placement options available for students
with disabilities in the United States. The present study also sought to incorporate and
examine the child, teacher, classroom, and school-level factors that most contribute to
teachers’ attitudes, and the surveys were therefore conceptualized using a systems
framework (Bronfenbrenner, 1977). The surveys also sought to evaluate teachers’
resource needs within the unique context of a large, urban district. Ultimately, results
from this study are hoped to inform both pre-service and in-service trainings and
resources given to urban general and special education teachers working with children
with ASD.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

Participants
Participants in this study were Autism Support (AS) and general education (GE)
teachers who had students with ASD placed in their classrooms for at least part of the
school day. Overall, the number of participants was 49 teachers (i.e., 27 AS teachers, 22
GE teachers). All AS teacher participants were current teachers in Autism Support
classrooms in a large urban school district, where the Autism Instructional Methods
Study (AIMS) was being conducted. This project, a large-scale randomized controlled
trial of instructional methods for ASD, is described in further detail below. GE teachers
were recruited from a large, urban school district as part of a larger contract to support
teachers including children with ASD. However, this initial wave of recruitment yielded
an insufficient number of GE teacher participants (N = 17). Thus, enrollment was
expanded to include an electronic version of the GE teacher survey, and was
disseminated via listserves for School Psychologists at both the university and state level.
Using this recruitment method, an additional eleven teachers were added to the sample.
GE teacher recruitment yielded a sample of teachers from grades K to 12. To better align
the GE and AS teacher samples demographically, surveys completed by teachers of
grades 7 through 12 (N = 6) were excluded from final analyses. This also led to better
alignment between the samples in terms of teaching context (i.e., urban vs. suburban
school, large vs. small district). Among the final sample of GE teachers (N = 22), 86%
taught in a large, urban district, versus 14% from small, suburban districts throughout the
state.
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Recruitment of AS teachers through the AIMS project (described in more detail
below) was determined by first identifying students with ASD who were considered
“high functioning” (a cutoff score of 80 on the DAS-II). Given their level of cognitive
functioning, these students were determined to be “higher-functioning” relative to other
students in the sample, and therefore considered to be likely candidates for inclusion.
Thirty-seven students in the AIMS study met this criterion. Since AS teacher surveys
were student specific, some teachers filled out multiple surveys if they had more than one
identified students in their classroom. Overall, AS teachers completed 37 surveys, with
78% (N = 29) of AS teachers completing only one survey, 19% (N = 7) of AS teachers
completing two surveys, and 3% (N = 1) of AS teachers completing four surveys. Of the
37 students with ASD, 81% (N = 30) were male and 19% (N = 7) were female.
All GE teachers completed only one survey, yet they were able to report on up to
four students with ASD. The total number of students with ASD from the GE teacher
sample was 41, with an average number of 1.86 students with ASD per classroom (See
Table 3.1). The gender breakdown for students with ASD was 65% male (N = 32) and
12% female (N = 6), similar to prevalence rates reported by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (2014). Due to missing data, the gender of 22% of students in the
sample is unknown (N = 11).
Table 3.1 provides a comparison of demographic data for both the AS and GE
teacher samples. Across both samples, teachers had a broad range of teaching
experience. While years of teacher experience was comparable between groups, GE
teachers had slightly more experience teaching students with ASD. GE teachers’
experience working with students with ASD, however, varied more widely than that of
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AS teachers. Major differences existed in the average class size, as expected, since most
AS classrooms typically have a maximum of eight students according to state caseload
limits for AS teachers (PA §14.105). The average class size for GE teachers was similar
to that of large, urban districts overall (NCES, 2010). The number of support staff in AS
and GE teachers’ classrooms also differed, with AS classrooms having an average of 3.70
adults in the classroom as compared to GE classrooms which had an average of 2.34
adults. The average grade level for AS teachers was also lower than GE teachers. This is
because the AIMS study took place primarily in K-2 AS classrooms, while the GE survey
was available to teachers across grade levels.

Table 3.1. Demographic information for AS and GE teachers

Variable

Autism Support (AS)
Teachers

General Education (GE)
Teachers

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

Years of teaching experience

10.07

11.34

1-41

10.55

8.57

1-31

Years of teaching experience
with students with ASD

3.13

2.61

1-11

3.81

5.12

0-20

Number of students

7.63

1.52

3-11

23.77

5.51

6-30

Number of students with ASD
Number of adults in
classroom

7.63

1.52

3-11

1.86

1.13

1-4

3.70

1.30

1-7

2.34

1.50

1-7

Grade

1.31

0.72

K-4

2.95

1.73

K-6
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AS Teacher Recruitment – AIMS Project
The AS teacher survey was developed for use with teachers participating in the
Autism Instructional Methods Study (AIMS), conducted by the Center for Autism
Research, affiliated with a large university and children’s hospital in the northeast.
AIMS was a large-scale randomized controlled trial run in AS classrooms in a large,
urban school district across three years, from 2008 to 2011. The study was focused on
improving the implementation and examining the effectiveness of the STAR (Strategies
for Teaching Based on Autism Research) curriculum primarily in grades K to 2 within a
large urban school district. One of the key elements to the project was the provision of
ongoing consultation and professional development training to AS classroom teachers.
These supports were focused on the implementation of the STAR program, which was
designed to teach students with ASD critical skills through three instructional methods
based on principles of applied behavior analysis (i.e., discrete trials, pivotal response
training, and functional routines). Student outcomes were assessed across domains of
school readiness, communication, socialization/social skills, and adaptive/behavioral
functioning.
Since individual student data were available through AIMS, the study presented a
unique opportunity to survey AS teachers on their attitudes specific to the placement of
their current students. This approach helped to address a gap in the literature base, in
which existing surveys have been designed to assess general attitudes toward the concept
of inclusion or inclusion for a specific disability type, without exploring the
individualized nature of these decisions. By making the survey student-specific, it was
believed that placement decision-making for this population would be better understood.
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Survey Development – Autism Inclusion Rating Scale (AIRS)
Two separate but closely aligned survey measures were developed to assess
various aspects of AS and GE teachers’ attitudes of inclusion for students with ASD
currently in their classrooms. Guided by systems theory (Bronfenbrenner, 1977),
inclusion models (Lipsky & Gartner, 1996; Simpson et al., 2003), and existing literature
on factors contributing to successful outcomes of inclusion, the survey was structured to
incorporate factors relating to the child, classroom, and school that impact teachers’
attitudes toward inclusion. Existing general measures of teachers’ attitudes about
inclusion, as well as those specific to students with ASD were also reviewed for structure
and content (Avramidis et al., 2000; Bennett et al., 1997; McGregor & Campbell, 2001;
Minke et al., 1996).
Self-report surveys are a primary method utilized in assessing individuals’
attitudes and perceptions, and this method was chosen for the current study, given its
predominance in the literature on this topic. Common limitations impacting the reliability
and validity of this methodology (i.e., social desirability, lack of operationalized
terminology) were considered and addressed to the greatest extent possible as the
measures were constructed. Since inclusion is a concept with moral and ethical
implications regarding human rights and social justice, it may be difficult for individuals
evaluating their position on the educational inclusion of children with disabilities to
distinguish their own beliefs from what they perceive to be socially desirable. In an
effort to reduce this effect as much as possible, the more values-loaded definitions of
inclusion were not provided to subjects. Instead, subjects were simply asked about the
amount of time students spent in their classrooms, and their attitudes were extracted from
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their ratings of specific survey items, as well as their responses to the qualitative, openended questions at the end of the survey.
During scale development, literature reviews previously conducted on teacher
attitudes toward inclusion in general (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Scruggs &
Mastropieri, 1996) and inclusion specific to students with autism (Mesibov & Shea,
1996) were used to identify relevant factors and create an initial list of items to be
included in the survey. Based on the literature, these items were believed to be potential
predictors of teacher-reported attitudes or factors considered as part of the decisionmaking process for students’ placement. Existing models of inclusion (Lipsky &
Gartner, 1996) and best practices in working with students with ASD (Dawson &
Osterling, 1997; Simpson et al., 2003) that were described previously in the review of the
literature also helped inform several items on the initial list. The survey was structured
based on Avramidis and Norwich’s (2002) organization of their literature review on
factors influencing teachers’ attitudes in which they described “child-related,” “teacherrelated,” and “educational environment-related” variables.
The initial survey draft was reviewed by the Principal Investigator of the AIMS
study, as well as by a second Professor who later helped develop the alternate version of
the survey for GE teachers. Both reviewers specialized in autism and interventions
specific to working with that population. Multiple revisions were made to the original
draft of the AS teacher survey based on their feedback regarding the wording of certain
items, the number of items, and the overall organization and layout.
The GE teacher survey was structured after the AS teacher survey to the greatest
extent possible, to allow for comparison between samples. It underwent review and
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subsequent revisions for content and wording, similar to the process for the AS teacher
survey. The GE teacher survey was later adapted from paper-and-pencil format to
electronic format via the Survey Monkey website, in order to maximize recruitment and
help better balance the samples. At that point, additional revisions were made to the
demographic section of GE version of the survey (described in great detail below), since
the online format opened up the survey to participants from a broader geographical area.

Procedure
The AS teacher survey was administered to teachers receiving consultation
through the AIMS study during the last round of data collection in the summer of 2011.
Consultants asked AS teachers to complete the surveys if they had students with ASD in
their classrooms who met the criterion for being higher-functioning. The criterion for
students was set based on outcomes data from the most recent administration of the
Differential Ability Scales, Second Edition (DAS-II) – Early Years, one of the outcomes
measures for the AIMS study. This measure is appropriate for use with children up to
age nine who may have a cognitive delay or impairment, due to its low floor. Because
the study included students across the spectrum, it was determined to be an appropriate
measure for the sample overall. Students who performed within the average range (80 or
above) for overall cognitive ability on the DAS-II, as measured by their General
Conceptual Ability (GCA) score, were determined to be high-functioning for the
purposes of this study. The GCA score on the DAS-II is a composite score that is
focused on reasoning and conceptual abilities, and it includes verbal, nonverbal, and
spatial reasoning subtests. A score of 80 falls at the cutoff for the low average range of
overall cognitive ability. Students whose cognitive ability was in the average range were
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considered more likely candidates for inclusion, relative to the overall sample of students
in AS classrooms in general. Targeting these high functioning students increased the
likelihood that teachers would recommend inclusion placements for at least some of the
students on whom they were reporting. It was hoped that by considering these particular
students, they would be considering the real possibility of recommending inclusion for
the child in their school at that time, and have considered at least some of the factors
asked about in the survey in relation to the teachers, classrooms, and structural supports
within their school. Because the surveys were specific to one child, any teachers who had
more than one student in their class who met the criteria filled out additional surveys.
The survey took approximately 10 minutes to complete.
The GE teacher participants were recruited in two ways. First, the survey was
administered to GE teachers receiving consultation services from a professor and
graduate-level students as part of a service contract with the same large urban district as
the AIMS study. GE teachers were asked to complete the 10-minute survey if they had at
least one student (and up to four students) with ASD included in their classroom at the
time of the study. Since these students were already included for at least part of the
school day, there was no need to specify additional student criteria. GE teachers
completed one survey, regardless of the number of students with ASD in their
classrooms. No classroom had more than four students with ASD within the classroom,
and each teacher could report on up to four students on each survey. Surveys were later
collected by the professor or student consultants.
Additional recruitment procedures were later determined necessary in order to
increase the sample size of the GE teachers to more closely approximate that of the AS
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teacher sample. An amendment was submitted and approved by Temple University’s
Institutional Review Board, allowing the survey to be disseminated electronically through
university and state listserves. The request to complete the survey online through the
Survey Monkey website was emailed to current members, who were encouraged to
forward the email and survey link to teachers who met the criteria. Thus, this method of
participant recruitment utilized a snowball technique.

AIRS Measure – Variables to Examine
The survey measures consist of both quantitative and qualitative components (see
Appendix A for a full copy of both the AS and GE teacher surveys). The AS teacher
survey consists of five sections, while the GE teacher survey consists of four sections.
Part One of the survey contains demographic items that include years of teaching
experience, years of experience teaching children with autism, current grade taught,
current number of students, current number of adults in the classroom (e.g., classroom
assistants, paraprofessionals), and prior special education training/coursework. This last
item provided four options (coursework, certification, degree, other) for which
participants were instructed to check all that apply and asked to describe any special
training or coursework pertaining to autism. Since the AS surveys were student specific,
the student name was included at the top of the survey, along with instructions explaining
that the survey should be completed while thinking specifically about the identified
student. On the GE survey, since demographic and diagnostic information about specific
students was unavailable, teachers were also asked to report on the number of students
with ASD in addition to the overall number of students in the classroom, as well as on
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students’ gender. An optional item included in the demographic section of GE surveys
asked teachers to comment on any additional information about their classrooms that they
felt was important. Three demographic items were later added to the GE survey, once the
survey was put online through Survey Monkey. Additional items inquired about district
size (small/large), school type (public/private/charter), and geographical setting
(urban/suburban/rural), since teachers recruited through this method could come from
anywhere in the state, and not just the large urban district that had been initially targeted.
Part Two of both surveys asked teachers to report on students’ educational
placement. On both forms, this section consisted of three items. First, teachers were
asked to report on the amount of time the child currently spent in their classroom, given
five options: full day in autism support classroom, most of the day in autism support
classroom, half day in autism support classroom, most of the day in general education
classroom, full day in general education classroom. Next, teachers rated the
appropriateness of students’ current placement on a 4-point scale, with the following
options: completely inappropriate, somewhat inappropriate, somewhat appropriate, and
completely appropriate. A 4-point scale was chosen to avoid neutral responses from
participants. The third item asked teachers for their recommendations for students’
placement. On the AS version, teachers were asked how likely they would be to
recommend the student spend more time within the general education classroom, and
they responded by selecting one of the following four options: I definitely will not
recommend this change, I probably will not recommend this change, I probably will
recommend this change, and I definitely will recommend this change. The GE version
asked teachers to provide their recommendation for the future placement of the child,
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using the same five options from the first item about current placement. GE teachers
were asked to respond to separate sets of these three items (four sets were included on
each survey form) for each student with ASD in their classrooms.
Part Three was unique to the AS teacher survey, since the students they reported
on were not necessarily included in general education classrooms for any part of the day.
In this section AS teachers were asked to think about the factors they would consider if
they were deciding whether the student should be placed in a general education
classroom at his/her current school. Teachers rated how much they would consider each
of the 14 items (i.e., I would consider this a lot, I would consider this a little, or I would
not consider this), which included child, teacher/classroom, school, and parent variables.
They were also provided with the option to select “I don’t know.” Factors were drawn
from a review of the literature on the components found to contribute to the success of
inclusion.
Part Four of the surveys (or Part Three for the GE teacher survey) asked teachers
to think specifically about their schools, and rate the extent to which they agreed that
each item was currently in place. To avoid neutral responses, four options were provided
(strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, strongly agree), and teachers were
also able to select “I don’t know.” Similar to Part Three of the AS teacher survey,
various child, classroom, school, and parent factors were included in this section, based
on essential elements of inclusion. This section was meant to be closely aligned on both
survey measures, to allow for valid comparison in order to address the research questions,
described below. Table 3.2 includes the items from Part Four, grouped in clusters to
show the intended factor structure.
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Part Five of the surveys (or Part Four for the GE teacher survey), was open-ended
so as to provide teachers with the opportunity to describe details about resource needs at
the child, classroom, and school-wide level. On the AS teacher survey, teachers were
asked to anticipate the greatest challenges at these levels, whereas GE teachers were
asked about present challenges. The GE teacher survey included a fourth item in this
section, asking them to describe any additional support needs to improve the success of
inclusion at their schools.
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Table 3.2. Proposed survey item clusters for AS and GE teacher surveys
Child-related
factors

This child has behavior issues that may affect his/her ability to
function appropriately in a general education classroom.
This child has behavior issues that may affect his/her ability to
function appropriately in a general education classroom.
This child has academic levels that would allow him/her to work
successfully with the core curriculum.
This child’s level of social functioning would improve from exposure
to his/her typically developing peers.

Teacherrelated
factors

I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade teachers at my school) am/are supportive
of having a child with autism in their classrooms.
I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade teachers at my school) have had prior
teaching experience or coursework on working with children with
autism.
Trained support staff are available at my school to help me (the
general education teacher) work with the children with autism in my
classroom.
I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade teachers at my school) have a lot of
experience/are skilled at differentiating instruction.

Classroomrelated
factors

The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade classrooms at my school have average
student-teacher ratios (15-20 students). (AS Teacher Survey only)
My (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade) classroom(s) is/are well-structured and
organized.
My (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade) classroom(s) environment is calm.
Most of the (1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade) students in my class (at my
school) are well-behaved.

Schoolrelated
factors

The principal is willing to set aside common planning time for the
general education and special education teachers to plan for this
child/children with autism.

Homerelated
factors

The parents of the child/children with autism in my class want their
child/children included in a general education classroom.
The parents of the child/children with autism in my class are actively
involved in their child’s education.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

This study examined the differences between autism support (AS) and general
education (GE) teachers’ perceptions of the educational placement of their students with
ASD, as well as the factors that impact these perceptions. The study also sought to
identify and compare teachers’ resource needs for inclusion. Two separate, but similar,
surveys were developed for AS and GE teachers, with a total of 66 surveys completed.
Of this total, 37 surveys were completed by 27 AS teachers, and 28 surveys were
completed by GE teachers. One AS survey was omitted due to missing data in four out
of five sections of the survey. Six GE surveys, completed by teachers from middle and
high school grade levels (7th-12th), were also omitted so that the groups would be more
similar. The overall design of the two survey measures differed in that AS surveys were
completed for one student only, whereas GE teacher surveys could be completed for up
to four students presently included for at least part of the day in a general education
classroom.
Due to this difference in survey design, 30% of AS teachers (N = 8) completed
more than one survey, since they had more than one student with ASD in their
classrooms who met the criteria. Of this percentage, 87.5% of AS teachers (N = 7)
completed two surveys, and 12.5% of AS teachers (N = 1) completed four surveys.
Among GE teacher participants, 54% (N = 12) had one student with ASD, 18% (N = 4)
had two students with ASD, 14% (N = 3) had three students with ASD, and 14% (N = 3)
had four students with ASD presently included in their classrooms.
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In order to conduct the proposed analyses, multiple databases were created.
Initially, the data were compiled into three separate databases – one for AS teacher data,
one for GE teacher data, and one combined. All analyses involving AS teachers were run
with the original dataset, in which the unit of analysis was the child, as well as with a
modified dataset with means for each teacher. In addition, due to differences between AS
and GE teacher groups in regard to average grade level taught, all analyses were run with
the original data set, as well as with a revised GE dataset in which teachers of grades 7 to
12 were removed. Additional databases were also created to address each research
question, depending on the information needed. A further description of how the
databases were manipulated specific to addressing each question is included in the
relevant sections below.

Survey Reliability & Exploratory Factor Analysis
Part Four of the AS Teacher Survey was designed to align with Part Three of the
GE Teacher Survey, with the exception of three items. These sections of the surveys
examined specific child, teacher, classroom, and school-wide variables that have been
found in the literature to impact teachers’ attitudes about the educational placement of
students with ASD in general education classrooms. Part Four of the AS Teacher Survey
consisted of 15 items, and Part Three of the GE Teacher Survey consisted of 16 items.
Across surveys, there was alignment between 14 items. These items were worded
identically, with the exception of teacher and classroom-related items. On these items,
AS teachers reported their perceptions of GE teachers and classrooms at their schools
(e.g., The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade teachers at my school are supportive of having a child
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with autism in their classrooms), whereas GE teachers reported on themselves and their
current classrooms (e.g., I am supportive of having a child with autism in my classroom.)
Internal consistency for this section of the survey (14 items) for the combined
sample of teachers was measured with Cronbach’s Alpha and found to be α = 0.86, which
indicates an acceptable level of reliability. When examined separately, and including the
items omitted from the combined analysis, the internal consistency of Part Four on its
own (AS Teacher Survey, 15 items) was α = 0.80, and Part Three (GE Teacher Survey,
16 items) was found to have α = 0.76.
A factor analysis was also conducted on the survey items from Part Four (AS
Teacher Survey) and Part Three (GE Teacher Survey) in order to roughly determine their
structure. Given the small sample size of the study, this factor analysis was used not to
confirm survey dimensionality, but rather to evaluate the extent to which the individual
items clustered together in the manner intended. A principal component analysis (PCA)
with a varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization of the 14 items was conducted on data
gathered from the 66 surveys.
Results from the factor analysis revealed that the survey items could be subsumed
within five real factors (eigenvalues greater than 1) that account for approximately 70%
of the variance. The initial eigenvalues indicate that the first factor explained 20% of the
variance, the second factor explained 19% of the variance, the third factor explained 13%
of the variance, the fourth factor explained 11% of the variance, and the fifth factor
explained 8% of the variance. The first factor can be loosely categorized into Teacherrelated variables, although it contains the one school-related item and one of the parentrelated items. The second factor constitutes Classroom-related variables. Both the third
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and fifth factors are composed of Child-related variables, which were hypothesized to
cluster together as one factor. The fourth factor includes only one of the two parentrelated items, and can be categorized as Parent-related variables. The factor loading
matrix is presented in Appendix C.

Student Placement
Descriptive statistics were used to compile data from AS and GE teachers on the
current placement of their students. Most students of AS teachers (76%) spent the
majority of their school day in AS classrooms, while 88% of students with ASD from the
GE teacher sample spent most or all of their time in the general education setting. A
similar percentage of students from AS and GE teacher samples (11% and 7%,
respectively) divided their time equally between settings. The remaining 14% of students
from the AS teacher sample spent the majority of their day in the general education
setting, while 5% of students from the GE teacher sample spent the majority of their day
in a self-contained AS setting. This information is represented in Figure 4.1 below.
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Current Placement

Figure 4.1. Current placement of students with ASD
Teachers’ Perceptions of Student Placement
To address the first research question regarding the differences between AS and
GE teachers’ perceptions of the appropriateness of inclusion for their current students
with ASD, descriptive statistics were calculated. Overall, AS teachers rated the majority
of their students’ placement as completely (49%) or somewhat (24%) appropriate, and
GE teachers reported similar attitudes for the majority of their students with ASD, with
54% of students’ current placement rated as completely appropriate, and 37% rated as
somewhat appropriate. AS teachers perceived more student placements to be somewhat
inappropriate (24%) than did GE teachers (7%). Both samples perceived similarly low
percentages of their students’ placement as completely inappropriate (see Figure 4.2).
A chi square test was conducted to examine the difference in AS (M = 3.26, SD =
0.90) and GE (M = 3.41, SD = 0.74) teachers’ overall ratings of appropriateness for their
students’ current placement. With appropriateness run as a binary code (i.e., teacher
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ratings of 3 or 4 suggesting appropriateness, and teacher ratings of 1 or 2 suggesting
inappropriateness), significant differences were found between groups, χ(1) = 3.94, p =
0.047, with large effects (ϕ = 0.23).
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Appropriate
Appropriate
Appropriateness of Student Placement

Figure 4.2. Teachers’ perceptions of appropriateness of student placement
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze teachers’ recommendations for student
placement. Since this item differed across the two survey measures, teachers' ratings
could not be directly compared. AS teachers indicated their likelihood of recommending
students for a greater amount time within the general education setting within the next
year on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from ‘definitely will not recommend this change’
to ‘definitely will recommend this change.’ Overall, AS teachers indicated that they were
likely to recommend more time (M = 3.0, SD = 1.1) in a general education classroom
setting for a majority (70%) of their students. GE teachers reported their
recommendations by selecting the specific placement using the same 5-point Likert scale
used to identify students’ current placement (ranging from Full Day AS to Full Day GE).
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GE teachers recommended that a majority of their students with ASD (86%) be included
for most or all of the school day as they presently were (M = 4.2, SD = 1.0). A paired
samples t-test, conducted to examine the differences in present versus recommended
placement for the students of GE teachers, was found to be statistically significant, t(40)
= 2.035, p = 0.049. GE teachers believed that most of their students (63%) should remain
in their present placement, while they indicated a need for less time in general education
for 27% and more time for 10% of their students. Results are provided in Figures 4.3 and
4.4 below.
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Figure 4.3. AS teacher recommendations for more time in a general education classroom
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Figure 4.4. GE teacher recommended versus current student placement

Variables Related to Placement Decisions
To examine the variables that impacted teachers’ perceptions of student
placement, descriptive statistics were calculated for individual survey items from the
aligned sections of the teacher surveys (i.e., Part 4 of the AS survey and Part 3 of the GE
survey). Additionally, five composite scores for child, teacher, classroom, school, and
parent variables were formulated, based on clusters of survey items. The descriptive
statistics for both the individual items and five clusters are presented in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1. Teachers’ perceptions of factors that impact placement decisions

AS Teachers

GE Teachers

Factors

M

SD

M

SD

Child

3.2

0.6

2.7

0.5

2.6
3.4
3.3
3.7
**

1.1
0.9
1.0
0.5
**

2.3
2.9
2.8
2.8
3.3*

0.9
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.5*

2.8

0.9

3.2

0.5

3.0
2.3
2.5
3.5

1.0
0.9
1.2
0.9

3.6
3.0
3.0
3.3

0.5
1.0
1.0
0.7

3.2

0.8

3.2

0.7

2.3*
3.5
3.2
3.0

1.2*
0.6
0.8
0.8

**
3.4
3.0
3.1

**
0.7
1.0
0.9

2.8

1.1

2.6

1.2

2.8
**

1.1
**

2.9
3.4*

1.2
0.8*

3.4

0.7

3.4

0.6

3.4
3.5

0.7
0.9

3.8
3.1

0.4
0.8

Appropriate behavior
Appropriate academic levels
Sufficient communication skills
Social functioning will improve
Educational outcomes will improve

Teacher
Supportive of inclusion for ASD
Prior experience w/ASD
Available trained support staff
Experience differentiating instruction

Classroom
Average number of students
Well-structured and organized
Calm environment
Well-behaved students

School
Common planning time
Supportive administration

Parent
Want child included
Actively involved

(Strongly Agree=4, Somewhat Agree=3, Somewhat Disagree=2, Strongly Disagree=1)
*Item not included in composite score
**Item not included in survey

To examine the differences in AS and GE teacher attitudes across the individual
and composite variables, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) procedure was
conducted. A significant difference was found between groups for the individual
variables thought to impact teacher perceptions of inclusion, with a very large effect size
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(F(14, 20) = 2.63, p = .024; Wilks’ Λ = 0.352, partial η2 = 0.648 ). Follow-up univariate
ANOVAs were conducted to determine how the individual variables differed for AS and
GE teachers. With the combined adjusted dataset, group differences were found for
Items 1 (teacher is supportive of inclusion for ASD), 11 (child has sufficient
communication skills), and 12 (child’s social functioning will improve in the general
education setting).

AS and GE teacher differences in the composite variables of Child

(4 items), Teacher (4 items), Classroom (3 items), Parent (2 items), and School (1 item)
were also analyzed through a MANOVA. The MANOVA from the combined adjusted
dataset was nonsignificant (F(5, 37) = 2.41, p = .054; Wilks’ Λ = 0.754, partial η2 =
0.246 ).
Because of these discrepancies found across datasets, the MANOVAs were
followed up with independent samples t-tests to examine each individual and composite
variable separately. Findings from the adjusted combined dataset were statistically
significant for Items 1 (teacher is supportive of inclusion for ASD), 2(teacher has prior
experience with ASD), 12 (child’s social functioning will improve in the general
education setting), and 13 (parents want the child included) only. Medium to large effect
sizes were found for all items and composites found to be statistically significant.
Results are represented in Table 4.2 below.
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Table 4.2. Independent samples t-tests for individual variables and composites by teacher
type
M
Survey Item/Composite
Child
Appropriate behavior
Appropriate academic
levels
Sufficient communication
skills
Social functioning will
improve

Teacher
Supportive of inclusion for
ASD
Prior experience w/ASD
Available trained support
staff
Experience differentiating
instruction

Classroom
Well-structured and
organized
Calm environment
Well-behaved students

School
Common planning time

Parent
Want child included
Actively involved

AS
GE
Teacher Teacher
3.2
2.7

t

df

Sig
(2-tailed)

Partial
Eta
Squared

2.58

46

0.013

0.126

2.6

2.3

1.11

46

0.274

3.4

2.9

1.97

46

0.055

3.3

2.8

1.87

46

0.068

3.7

2.8

4.59

46

0.000

2.8

3.2

-1.83

46

0.074

3.0

3.6

-2.83

45

0.007

0.151

2.3

3.0

-2.19

41

0.034

0.105

2.5

3.0

-1.38

44

0.174

3.5

3.3

0.77

42

0.446

3.2

3.2

0.44

45

0.665

3.5

3.4

0.62

44

0.540

3.2
3.0

3.0
3.1

1.02
-0.27

44
44

0.315
0.791

2.8

2.6

-0.40

41

0.690

2.8

2.9

-0.40

41

0.690

3.4

3.4

-0.15

46

0.881

3.4
3.5

3.8
3.1

-2.51
1.29

42
46

0.016
0.205

0.314

0.131

Pearson correlations were also utilized to examine which variables and
composites, as well as which teacher demographics were associated with teacher
recommendations for student placement. Because the item examining teacher
recommendations differed across the two surveys, the samples were analyzed separately.
AS teacher data were analyzed both with the teacher as the unit of analysis (i.e., by
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survey), as well as with the child as the unit of analysis (i.e., using mean ratings per
teacher). Because GE teachers completed a single survey for up to four students with
ASD, their data were analyzed by calculating mean student ratings per teacher, as well as
by randomly selecting one student per teacher using a random number generator online.
In examining the relationship between teachers’ recommended placement and the
range of inclusion-related variables, all AS teacher surveys were included so that the unit
of analysis was the child. For GE surveys, since results using a mean rating for
recommended placement were no different from results when randomly selecting one
student from the surveys in which multiple students were reported on, mean ratings were
used. There was a moderate association between Child-level variables and teacher
recommendations for more time in the general education setting across teacher groups,
which was found to be highly significant for GE teachers (p = .011) and highly
significant for AS teachers (p = .008). Within that composite, AS teacher beliefs that
their student’s social functioning would improve, was moderately positively associated
with their likelihood of recommending the student spends more time within the general
education setting. For GE teachers, there was a moderate association between students
having academic levels that would support their success in the general education setting
and their recommendations for greater time spent in their classrooms. No other
correlations were found to be statistically significant.
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Table 4.3. Pearson correlations for inclusion-related variables and teacher
recommendations for time spent in the general education setting
Placement Recommendations
AS Teachers
GE Teachers
.44**
.47*
-.24
-.32
.27
.49**
.33
.05
.19
.40*

Survey Item/Composite
Child
Appropriate behavior
Appropriate academic levels
Sufficient communication skills
Social functioning will improve
Educational outcomes will
improve
Teacher
Supportive of inclusion for ASD
Prior experience w/ASD
Available trained support staff
Experience differentiating
instruction
Classroom
Average number of students
Well-structured and organized
Calm environment
Well-behaved students
School
Common planning time
Supportive administration
Parent
Want child included
Actively involved

-.13
-.09
-.28
-.04
.07
.12
-.03
-.11
.22
.27
.11
.11
.04
.05
-.05

.31
.08
.31
-.03
-.04
.07
-.14
-.03
-.04
-.28
.15
.15
.15
.06
.10
.00

*p < .05. **p < .01.

Pearson correlations were also used to examine the relationship between teacher
demographic variables and recommendations for student placement. To avoid repetition
of data, means for AS teacher likelihood of recommending more time in the general
education classroom were calculated for teachers who completed multiple surveys. For
GE teachers who reported on multiple students, a similar procedure was used in which
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means for recommended placement were calculated. For AS teachers, those who held a
degree in special education, specifically, were less likely to recommend students with
ASD for placement in the general education setting within the next year. For GE
teachers, statistically significant relationships were found for three demographic
variables, suggesting that female teachers, teachers of lower grade levels, and teachers
with less additional training (specific to autism) were more likely to recommend more
time in general education settings. However, the amount of missing data on the items
related to additional training may have impacted the reliability of these findings.

Table 4.4. Pearson correlations for teacher demographic variables and recommendations
for student placement
AS
Teachers
-.04
.04
.16
.01
-.10
-.27
-.05
-.11
-.46*
.08

Demographic Variables
Years Teaching
Years Teaching ASD
Grade Level
Teacher Gender
Number of Students
Number of Adults
Total training
Coursework
Certification
Degree
Other

GE
Teachers
-.08
.21
-.44*
-.44*
.14
-.09
-.08
-.13
.04
.35
-.44*

*p < .05.

Identified Resource Needs
The third research question, on the differences between AS and GE teachers’
child, classroom, and school-wide level resource needs surrounding the inclusion of their
students with ASD, was addressed by first coding teachers’ responses to the open-ended
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portion of the survey. On the AS survey, this section consisted of three items, and on the
GE survey, this section consisted of four items. Separate codes were developed for each
open-ended item, with the exception of the fourth item on the GE survey (i.e., what other
supports would you like to see in your classroom and in the school overall to support
inclusion practices?). Because this item asked about classroom and school-level resource
needs, codes developed for the school item (i.e., what do you think (if anything) might
need to change about the school overall to support children with autism in regular
education classrooms?) were used. One survey clearly indicated classroom-level needs in
response to this additional question, and that code was integrated.
Initial codes were developed a priori, based on resource needs related to inclusion
and working with students with ASD previously described in the literature. During the
initial coding process, additional codes were developed if a response did not fit with the a
priori codes. Multiple codes per response were permissible. Two doctoral-level school
psychology students were asked to separately code the data, in order to assess interrater
reliability. They were provided with a copy of teachers’ responses, as well as with a list
of codes. Once the codes from these two raters were reviewed, the codes were compiled,
with some of the initial codes being adjusted or combined to improve agreement across
raters. Interrater reliability was calculated for the child, classroom, and school items and
found to range from 92% to 95% across domains. A list of codes and examples is
provided in Appendix D.
Descriptive statistics were used to determine the percentages of child, classroom,
and school-wide resource needs identified by AS and GE teachers. Child-level needs
were coded and compiled by survey/child. However, classroom and school-level needs
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were compiled by teacher, to avoid repetition in data for AS teachers who filled out more
than one survey. Chi-square tests were then utilized to examine differences in resource
needs identified by the two groups of teachers.
For child-level variables, the data were first analyzed with the entire sample, and
the difference between groups was nonsignificant (χ(8) = 11.57, p = 0.17). When the
variables were run separately, statistically significant differences with medium effect
sizes were found between teachers in regard to the two greatest child-level challenges
identified, behavior (χ(1) = 4.06, p = 0.044, ϕ = 0.25) and social skills (χ(1) = 9.84, p =
0.002, ϕ = 0.386). The differences were nonsignificant for academics, as well as for all
other child-level challenges that were identified by five or fewer teachers. These other
challenges were combined into one category for this analysis. Because AS teachers
completed their surveys by child, AS teacher data were not adjusted for this analysis.
However, the data were analyzed with adjusted GE input (i.e., removal of 7th-12th grade
GE teacher surveys) and found to be no different overall from the original sample.
Therefore, the full sample was used, with results represented in the figure below.
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Percent of Students
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49%

AS Teachers
GE Teachers

40%
33%
30%

25%

22%
20%
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10%

9%
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2%
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2%3%

0%

Child-level Challenges

Figure 4.5. Child-level challenges identified by AS and GE teachers
Differences in classroom-level variables were statistically significant (χ(11) =
20.69, p = 0.037), overall. A large effect size of ϕ = 0.51 was also found for these
differences. Nearly one third of GE teachers reported a need for additional support staff
in their classrooms to support their students with ASD, with approximately one quarter of
these teachers in need of support with behavior management. More than twice the
number of AS teachers reported a need for greater training and classroom differentiation
within general education classrooms than was reported by GE teachers. Training topics
identified by AS teachers at the classroom level included training both on the nature of
autism, as well as effective teaching strategies for this population. An equivalent
percentage of AS teachers (16%) indicated the need for both smaller class sizes and
additional support staff. For AS teachers who completed multiple surveys, any
overlapping codes were omitted and remaining codes were consolidated to form one set
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of codes per teacher. When the analysis was run with the adjusted GE teacher sample
(i.e., without 7th-12th grade teachers), findings remained statistically significant, χ(11) =
21.58, p = 0.028, with large effects (ϕ = 0.56). Findings from the total overall sample are
represented in the figure below.
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Nothing
Classroom-level Resource Needs

Physical Conditions
Acceptance

0%
0%

Teacher attributes

0%

Materials

0%

11%

3%
5%
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7%
3%

Co-planning/Consultation

7%
9%
5%
6%

Peer Support/Community
Differentiation

6%

Training
Behavior Management

GE Teachers

14%
26%

2%
11%

Class Size
Support Staff

16%
16%

0%

5%

AS Teachers

14%

29%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
Percent of Teachers

Figure 4.6. Classroom-level resource needs identified by AS and GE teachers

School-level variables were analyzed in the same manner as classroom-level
variables, using a consolidated set of codes for AS teachers who completed multiple
surveys. The differences in identified school-level resource needs were statistically
significant, with χ(12) = 21.80, p = 0.040, with a large effect size of ϕ = 0.47. More GE
teachers identified a need for support staff at the school-wide level than a need for
training, while AS teacher prioritized training and building awareness of the needs of
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students with ASD. Specific training needs included not only an understanding of autism
and relevant teaching strategies, but also training on inclusion practices. AS teachers also
emphasized the need for greater acceptance and a more inclusive school climate than did
GE teachers. Results of the full sample are portrayed in the figure below.
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Figure 4.7. School-level resource needs identified by AS and GE teachers
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Survey Measure
Two closely aligned survey measures were developed for the purposes of this
study, which sought to examine autism support (AS) and general education (GE)
teachers’ perceptions of placement for students with ASD, the factors that impact these
perceptions, and teacher-identified resource needs. The measures used in the study were
unique in that they were designed to be completed by teachers currently working with
students with ASD. This differs from previous literature on this topic that has assessed
teachers’ attitudes about inclusion from a broader, hypothetical standpoint (Bender et al.,
1995; Buell et al., 1999; Cook et al., 1999; deBettencourt, 1999; Earnst & Rogers, 2009;
Minke et al., 1996; Van Reusen, et al., 2001; Ross-Hill, 2009; Semmel et al., 1991;
Soodak et al., 1998). At the time of this study, there was a lack of existing measures
examining this construct, particularly in regard to students with ASD. Additionally, no
existing measures were designed to be completed for students with ASD that were either
currently included or being considered for increased time in the general education setting.
Survey development was influenced by both theories of inclusion specific to
students with ASD (Simpson et al., 2003), as well as existing research on the range of
factors believed to influence teachers’ attitudes about inclusion and the effectiveness of
this educational model (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002). The internal consistency of the
AS and GE survey measures was relatively high (α = 0.86). Given the overall dearth of
measures that examine teachers’ perceptions of inclusion for students with autism, and
the general lack of information on the psychometric properties of the measures that do
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exist (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Earnst & Rogers, 2009), these findings suggests that
the survey measures developed for this study are a viable option for use in future
research.
A factor analysis was also used to examine the extent to which the individual
items clustered together into the systems-level constructs (e.g., child, teacher, classroom,
school, parent) drawn from the literature. Overall, results indicated that items factored
roughly as hypothesized and as intended by survey design, although two items fell into
different clusters than anticipated. Given the fact that there were only two parent-related
items and one school-related item, it is not surprising that these items did not all cluster in
the manner proposed. One parent-related item and the one school-related item both
loaded on the Teacher factor, along with all of the other teacher-related variables. The
Class and Child clusters fell together as intended, although the Child items were divided
across two factors, likely due to the greater variability in responses on the items about
students’ academic and behavior functioning. These latter items clustered together,
whereas the other two Child items pertaining to communication and social functioning
clustered together. Although this factor analysis was exploratory in nature due to the
study’s sample size, these results provide initial evidence that the survey is not only
research-driven, but also structurally sound.

Teachers’ Perceptions of Student Placement
AS and GE teacher participants in this study reported that the majority of their
students with ASD (76% AS, 88% GE) spent most or all of the school day in their
respective classrooms. Placement of students with ASD in the sample as a whole was
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reflective of the “continuum of services” that is legally mandated for the educational
placement of students with disabilities (IDEA, 2004). Existing research on teacher
perceptions of inclusion overall, as well as for the population of students with ASD, has
been inconclusive. The unique context of this study was a large, urban district that was
contending with budgetary challenges, as well as significant pressure to increase
academic achievement at the time of the study. These challenges had an impact on
district-wide resources and staffing, and subsequently class sizes, among other structural
components of inclusion models described in the literature (Lipsky & Gartner, 1996;
Simpson et al., 2003). Given these added barriers, it was hypothesized that teachers’
attitudes may have been negatively impacted. The findings of this study regarding
teachers’ overall perceptions of both the appropriateness of student placement and their
recommendations for the future placement of their students, negate this hypothesis.
However, both groups of teachers in the sample had access to additional supports (e.g.,
consultation services). Although these supports were not provided through the present
study, they may have had an impact on the attitudes of both AS and GE teachers in regard
to their students’ current placement.
Both groups of teachers rated the majority of their students’ current placement as
appropriate, although AS and GE teachers’ ratings of appropriateness was significantly
different. GE teachers perceived their students’ placement to be somewhat more
appropriate than AS teachers. Given the increasing rates of inclusion for students with
ASD (NCES, 2012), the implications of this finding are promising, since the students of
GE teachers were primarily included. Overall, GE teachers recommended that their
students spend less time in the general education setting. However, the percentage of
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students (86%) that these teachers recommended for placement in their classrooms for the
majority of the school day remained similar to students’ current placement. The general
trend found among most GE teachers who recommended a change of placement was for
their students to spend the majority of the day in their classrooms, as opposed to the full
day. Given the heavy focus on academics in the district the sample was primarily drawn
from, these teachers may have perceived additional learning opportunities in
nonacademic skills outside of their classrooms, as previous research would suggest
(Simpson et al., 2011). Overall, though, GE teachers’ ratings reflect their willingness to
include students with ASD, indicating that GE teachers may be more supportive of
inclusion for this population than prior research has indicated (Minke et al., 1996;
Scruggs & Mastropieri, 1996).
Among AS teachers, nearly 25% rated their students’ placement (which was
reported to be mostly self-contained) as somewhat inappropriate. Lower overall ratings
of appropriateness by these teachers as compared to GE teachers suggest that they may
have recognized a need for additional time in general education among some of their
higher-functioning students with ASD. However, AS teachers perceived the current
placement of the majority of their students (60%) as completely appropriate, which is
somewhat surprising since these students were identified as higher-functioning and
therefore more likely candidates for inclusion. It is likely that these teachers had a role in
determining their students’ present placement, which may have contributed to their
perceptions of its appropriateness. Another possibility is that child readiness was less of
a consideration for AS teachers, who may have focused more on perceived barriers
pertaining to contextual factors impacting inclusion at their schools. Interestingly,
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despite ratings of appropriateness for current placements, AS teachers indicated that they
were likely to recommend more time in the general education setting within the next year
for a majority of their students (70%). This finding suggests that while AS teachers feel
that the current placement of their students is appropriate, they also recognize the benefits
of placement within the general education setting. However, AS teachers do not
necessarily appear to be more supportive of inclusion than GE teachers, as prior studies
have indicated (Segall & Campbell, 2012).

Child and Context-Related Variables
Evaluating the perspectives of teachers who were in the midst of navigating
inclusion provided unique insight into their experiences, particularly regarding the child
and context-related components that were most salient to their perceptions of the success
of this model. AS and GE teachers differed on their perceptions of child readiness for
inclusion. Specifically, GE teachers’ ratings on the items that comprised the Child
composite were significantly lower overall than the ratings of AS teachers. In examining
the specific items that formed this cluster, both groups of teachers agreed that student
levels of behavioral functioning varied, and this reflects the wide range of behavioral
challenges that this population exhibits (Jordan, 2005; Osborne & Reed, 2011).
However, GE teachers reported more concerns about student academic levels and
communication skills, as well as their potential to improve their social functioning. This
may be partly reflective of GE teachers’ more limited expertise in some of the nonacademic domains (Simpson et al., 2011), which would impede their ability to provide
appropriate supports to these students in the absence of specific training.
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Significant differences in teacher ratings with a very large effect size were found
for teachers’ perceptions that placement in a general education classroom would improve
students’ social functioning. AS teachers were much more confident about this than GE
teachers, whose ratings also showed greater variability. Proponents of inclusion for
students with disabilities, and especially for students with ASD, have focused largely on
the social benefits of the general education classroom, since this domain is a core area of
deficit among this population. Despite mixed research findings on outcomes of inclusion
for this population (Eldar et al., 2010; Simpson et al., 2011), stakeholders may continue
to believe that mere exposure to typical peers will improve the social functioning of
students with ASD. GE teachers in this study who were working with these students
appear to have recognized that this is not the case, while AS teachers maintained this
belief, a finding that is consistent with prior teacher comparison studies (McGregor &
Campbell, 2001). AS teacher perspectives may have been based on more of a
comparison of the opportunities for socialization within their self-contained AS
classrooms versus the general education setting. GE teachers, on the other hand, appear
to have found that opportunities are necessary, but not sufficient, for students to improve
their skills in this area, as social skills was the most widespread child-level challenge
these teachers reported.
Overall, teacher-related items pertaining to GE teachers’ attitudes, prior
experience, and sense of support were rated higher by GE teachers, who self-reported on
these items, than AS teachers, who reported their perceptions of GE teachers at their
schools. Significant differences and large effect sizes were found for two items in
particular - supportiveness for the inclusion of students with ASD, and prior teaching
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experience or coursework pertaining to students with ASD. The fact that GE teachers
rated themselves as more supportive and more experienced than how AS teachers
perceive them to be, suggests a higher level of confidence among general educators
around implementing this model than has previously been found in the literature (Buell et
al., 1999). On the other hand, prior experience working with students with disabilities is
associated with more positive teacher attitudes (Avramidis et al., 2000; Ernst & Rogers,
2009; Idol, 2006), and this may be reflected in GE teachers’ responses. Another
possibility is that GE teacher ratings may have been inflated somewhat due to social
desirability, with AS teachers perceiving more resistance and less experience than what
GE teachers claim. While this latter explanation may sometimes be the case, the
demographics of this particular sample provide more support for the former explanation,
since the GE teacher sample overall was more experienced not only with teaching, but
also with teaching students with ASD (M = 5.21, SD = 5.75), than the AS teacher sample
(M = 3.13, SD = 2.61).
In regard to teacher demographics found to be associated with recommendations
for more time in the general education classroom, results were fairly consistent with prior
literature (Avramidis et al., 2000; Ernst & Rogers, 2009; Idol, 2006). Among the GE
sample, a statistically significant relationship was found for gender and grade level, with
female teachers and teachers of lower grade levels more likely to recommend more time
in inclusive classrooms. GE teachers’ decreased willingness to recommend inclusive
placements for older students was likely related to the increase in both level and
complexity of demands related to academic and social success in the higher grades.
Nonsignificant findings among the AS sample may have been due to the more limited
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range of grade levels taught (i.e., K-4). In addition, teacher gender was not collected as a
demographic variable among the AS sample.
While there was no relationship found for either group between overall teaching
experience and recommended placement, there was a small positive correlation for GE
teachers between years of teaching experience specifically with students on the spectrum
and their recommendations for more time in the general education classroom setting.
This finding is aligned with previous research (Avramidis et al., 2000; Ernst & Rogers,
2009; Idol, 2006), and is likely associated with greater self-efficacy as teachers increase
their experience in working with this population (Soodak et al., 1998). Total prior
training (i.e., relevant coursework, certifications, degrees, or other) was found to be
negatively associated, though not significantly so, with likelihood of recommending more
time in the general education setting for AS teachers only. Among AS teachers, those
with more advanced degrees or degrees relevant to working with students with ASD,
were less likely to indicate that they would recommend more time in the general
education setting, whereas the opposite relationship was found among GE teachers. The
results for this latter group, however, were nonsignificant. In contrast, GE teachers with
less “other” additional training were more likely to recommend that their students with
ASD spend more time in the general education setting. These findings were unexpected
based on prior research (Eldar et al., 2010), and are potentially due to the structure and
wording of this item, which asked teachers to check the types of prior training they had in
special education, specifically noting any training related to autism. In reviewing teacher
responses, this appears to have led to a lower rate and more inconsistent style of
response. Alternatively, AS teachers with more training (i.e., higher degrees or degrees
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related to ASD) likely had a deeper understanding of the needs of these students and may
be more knowledgeable about the research on inclusion (or lack thereof) pertaining to
outcomes for this population. As a result, they may have recognized that the general
education setting is not always the “least restrictive” or appropriate environment for their
students on the spectrum, as research presently indicates (Simpson et al., 2011). This
also explains why GE teachers with less training were more likely to recommend more
inclusion for their students. Additionally, the ratings of AS teachers may be less
susceptible to social desirability than GE teachers, who may have felt more pressure to
make recommendations that at least maintained their students’ current placement.
AS and GE teachers both agreed that classroom-related variables necessary to
support inclusion were in place in terms of whether the general education classrooms
were calm, well-structured and organized, and typical peers were well-behaved. Neither
the Class composite nor individual variables differed between groups. However, one
item pertaining to class size that was included only on AS teacher surveys (since class
size was assessed in the demographic section for GE teachers) was rated as an area of
concern. AS teachers indicated that the general education class sizes at their schools
were higher than average, which is not surprising given that the average class sizes within
large, urban districts are higher (NCES, 2010). This concern was not related to AS
teachers’ recommendations for student placement, however. For both groups of teachers,
there was also no association found between the level of structure and organization of the
general education classrooms and their recommended placement for students. The lack
of association between classroom variables and recommended placement may be
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reflective of less overall focus on context as compared to child-related factors in
placement decision-making.
Findings pertaining to the association between the behavior of other students in
the classroom and recommended placement differed for AS and GE teachers. Though
none of these findings were statistically significant, they reveal an interesting difference
in perceptions. AS teachers were somewhat more likely to recommend more time in
inclusive settings when they perceived the peers in that setting as better behaved. In
contrast, GE teachers recommended slightly less time in general education for students
with ASD when they perceived their current students as better behaved. It is possible that
AS teachers, who also indicated stronger beliefs that the child’s social functioning would
improve with placement in the general education setting, are also taking into greater
consideration whether students in general education will serve as appropriate peer
models. General educators may perceive inclusion to be more challenging when the
behavior among students in their classrooms is better. Despite a previous lack of support
for the idea in the literature (Ferraioli & Harris, 2011), GE teachers may be concerned
that students with ASD might negatively impact the behavior of classroom peers.
Additionally, student behavior may be reflective of stronger classroom management
skills, and this may be tied to self-efficacy for GE teachers. Introducing a student with
ASD into such a classroom may present GE teachers with unfamiliar and potentially
challenging behaviors that they have not yet had to manage, thus leading to greater
resistance.
The greatest variability in ratings was found for School-related items, which is
logical given the variety of schools found within the large, urban district that was the
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primary context of this study. No findings pertaining to school-related variables were
statistically significant, and this is likely due to the fact that only one school-related item
(common planning time) was examined across survey measures. However, mean ratings
for this item indicate that this factor was challenging, which is a concern given the extent
to which collaboration is discussed in the literature as a necessary component of
successful inclusion (Simpson et al., 2003). An additional item, inquiring about the
extent to which administration is supportive of inclusion, was included on the GE teacher
surveys, and these teachers indicated that overall, this factor was in place at their schools.
This finding is promising in that administrative support has also been found to be
essential to successful inclusion (Lipsky & Gartner, 1996), particularly given the more
widespread systemic barriers to inclusion within urban schools (Beloin & Peterson,
2000). On the other hand, it is not surprising that GE teachers who currently have
students with ASD included in their classrooms would have administrators who are more
supportive of this educational model, especially considering the greater influence that
administrators tend to have in placement decision-making.
Parent-related variables were found to differ significantly between groups for the
item about whether teachers perceived students’ parents as wanting their child included.
GE teachers rated this item significantly higher than AS teachers, which is likely related
to the fact that students in the GE sample were presently included. Despite group
differences, the parents of students in the AS teacher sample were also perceived to want
their children to spend more time in general education settings. Both groups also
perceived the parents of their students with ASD to be actively involved in their child’s
education, overall. While parental involvement is legally required according to special
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education law (IDEA, 2004), this belief is also important for teachers working in large,
high-poverty districts, as the perception of more limited parental involvement is
sometimes prevalent among school staff. Interestingly, no relationship was found
between parent involvement or the extent to which parents want their child included, and
teacher recommendations for student placement. Thus, while the latter variable, in
particular, might impact team-based decision-making for educational placement, teachers
do not appear to be directly influenced by what they perceive parents to want.

Resource Needs
This study sought to identify and determine potential differences in AS and GE
teachers’ identified resource needs from a systems perspective. Teachers were asked
what would be most challenging, or what might need to change, at the child, classroom,
and school-wide levels to support the success of inclusion. The validity of the findings
for this portion of the survey was likely strengthened by the fact that teachers reported on
the needs of specific students within their current classrooms and school contexts. Group
differences were significant for both classroom and school-level needs, as well as for
specific child-level needs.
Because teachers were currently working with students about whom the survey
inquired, they were more knowledgeable about their strengths and needs and likely better
able to pinpoint key student-related challenges. Significant differences were found
between AS and GE teachers among the two most commonly cited challenges of
behavior and social skills. Nearly half (49%) of AS teachers believed that student
behavior would be most challenging within the general education classroom, while only
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25% of GE teachers reported this as a challenge among their current students with ASD.
That AS teachers anticipated behavior to be a greater need may have been related to their
perceptions of GE teachers as having less experience with students with ASD. Of greater
concern to GE teachers were student social skills, which were reported as a need by 33%
of teachers, as compared to only 9% of AS teachers. AS teachers’ lesser concern in this
area aligns with their perceptions that student social functioning would improve from
exposure to their typically developing peers. More variability in GE teacher ratings on
this item explains why more of these teachers endorsed social skills as a greater student
challenge. In addition, within the general education setting, social skills are implicated
across tasks and throughout the school day (Ostmeyer & Scarpa, 2012). Student deficits
in this area, therefore, appear to be slightly more salient for GE teachers, who have also
likely had less training in supporting students’ social skills (Simpson et al., 2011).
Comparable percentages of AS (22%) and GE (20%) teachers reported concerns
about student academic skills. Because students in the AS sample were identified as
higher-functioning based on cognitive test scores, it is not surprising that this was not an
area of concern for more of these students. Similarly, students with ASD from the GE
teacher sample who currently spent a majority of their day in the general education
setting likely demonstrated the basic academic skills to succeed with the general
education curriculum, an important factor in their educational placement decisionmaking. Both groups of teachers also reported similarly low levels of concern about
their students’ communication and sensory needs, ability to tolerate transitions, anxiety,
and motor difficulties. While these concerns were noted by both groups of teachers, they
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were less of a priority, likely because they do not interfere with the student’s learning or
the learning of others to the same extent.
Teachers also reflected on their present classroom needs, or in the case of AS
teachers, their observations of present needs in the general education classrooms at their
schools. Overall, the identified needs corresponded to those previously discussed in the
literature (Buell et al., 1999; Finke et al., 2009; McGregor & Campbell, 2001). However,
significant differences were found between AS and GE teacher-identified needs. AS
teachers primarily reported the need for greater training (14%) and differentiation (14%)
in the general education classrooms, and at higher rates than GE teachers (6% and 6%,
respectively). GE teachers, however, reported needs in the areas of additional staff (29%)
and support with behavior management (26%) that were highly discrepant from those of
AS teachers (16% and 2%, respectively). This is consistent with differences in the
amount of preparation in behavior management provided to general and special educators
through their pre-service training programs. The fact that a very low percentage of AS
teachers identified the need for stronger behavior management in general education
classrooms when behavior was the primary child-related challenge this group identified
seems surprising. However, this discrepancy can be explained by behavior management
being captured in other codes rated higher by AS teachers, such as training (14%),
differentiation (14%), and co-planning/consultation (7%). While 16% of AS teachers did
indicate a need for additional support staff, they seem to have also recognized the need
for knowledge and skill development among the GE teachers themselves. GE teachers
were more focused on the presence of external supports, such as additional personnel and
reduced class sizes, which aligns with other findings from this study that GE teachers feel
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fairly confident in their own knowledge and skills related to working with students with
ASD. While some GE teachers (9%) identified the need for a stronger sense of
classroom community and felt that the typical peers needed to support the children with
ASD in their classrooms, AS teachers (5%) described a culture of acceptance as being set
by teachers, with the teacher attributes of tolerance, patience, and flexibility (rated as a
need by 5% of AS teachers) most likely facilitating this. Prior research has found that
general educators may be less aware of the need for acceptance, as well as their role in
modeling it (McGregor & Campbell, 2001).
Statistically significant differences in identified school-level needs were also
found between AS and GE teachers. Both groups of teachers agreed that greater training
and awareness of students with ASD was needed for all staff, and even students. The
second most commonly identified need among AS teachers was acceptance (15%),
followed by a more inclusive overall school climate (11%). However, the need for
school-wide acceptance was identified by only 6% of GE teachers, and no GE teachers
reported the need to foster better climate around this concept. This difference between
teacher groups might reflect differing philosophies around the overall concept of
inclusion, pertaining to whether it is merely a type of “placement” that is determined by
student readiness, or a student right that must be supported via contextual change.
Differentiation and tangible materials/resources were identified by more GE teachers than
AS teachers as school-wide needs, whereas AS teachers identified these as classroom
needs. GE teachers’ focus on these needs at a broader systems level may be reflective of
some of the challenges endemic to public education, particularly in larger urban districts.
For GE teachers, these concerns are likely not specific to supporting their students with
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ASD, but instead represent ongoing barriers within the context they work. More GE
teachers (10%) than AS teachers (4%) also identified the need for more planning time
and consultation, a finding that suggests the desire for increased collaboration schoolwide.

Implications
This comparison study of AS and GE teacher perceptions of inclusion for students
with ASD was unique in its consideration of both child and contextual factors. Although
the broader literature base on teacher attitudes about inclusion has been mixed, with
limited ASD-specific studies, the findings of the current study indicate that general
educators may hold more positive attitudes about inclusive education than previously
thought. Additionally, general educators may not have as many negative attitudes
(relative to special educators) as previous research would indicate (Segall & Campbell,
2012). Given the increasing rates of inclusion for students with ASD (NCES, 2012), as
well as the necessity of attitudinal support as a foundation of this model (Simpson et al.,
2003), these findings are critical. The fact that all GE teachers in this study were in the
midst of implementing inclusion with at least one student with ASD, further bolsters
these findings. Experience with inclusion is one factor that has been found to positively
impact teacher attitudes (McGregor & Campbell, 2001). It is therefore likely that even
those less experienced teachers in this study felt more positively toward the placement of
their students as a result.
The literature on teacher attitudes about inclusion suggests that these attitudes are
impacted by both child and context-related factors (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002). This
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study found differences in AS and GE teachers’ perceptions of these factors, as well as on
what factors were associated with their recommendations for student placement. GE
teachers rated the child-level variables as significantly lower, suggesting that these
teachers perceived more of a lack of child “readiness” for inclusion. AS teachers, on the
other hand, felt their higher-functioning students with ASD demonstrated the skills to be
successfully included, yet they had less confidence in GE teachers’ supportiveness and
prior experience than what GE teachers claimed. These overall differences allude to the
more philosophical considerations associated with the concept of inclusion, much of
which may be reflective of differences in training for special versus general educators, or
even representative of broader societal values.
One of the most significant differences between groups was the perception of
whether students’ social functioning would improve through exposure to typical peers.
GE teachers did not perceive this to be the case for their current students, a concern given
that it is a key argument of inclusion proponents. Among AS teachers, this belief was not
only widespread, but it was also associated with their recommendations for more time in
the general education setting. The fact that GE teachers did not see this growth occurring
and that, in fact, social skills was the most frequently identified child-level challenge,
suggests that structured supports and interventions are needed to improve students’ social
functioning. This finding is consistent with the previous literature on inclusion and social
involvement (Chamberlain et al., 2007; Kasari et al., 2010; Kasari et al., 2012; RotheramFuller et al., 2010). This finding also represents a potential training gap between these
groups of teachers that must be addressed.
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The academic levels of the students with ASD were significantly associated with
GE teachers’ recommendations for inclusive placements. This finding should be
considered within the current educational climate of accountability associated with No
Child Left Behind (2001). Additionally, in considering the large, urban context of this
study, many teachers were likely experiencing added pressure to improve student
performance on high-stakes tests. This also provides another explanation as to why GE
teachers were more concerned about child-readiness. In addition, it aligns with the
differences found between AS and GE teachers pertaining to classroom and school-level
resource needs.
Overall, the needs identified by both groups have been previously described in the
literature (Buell et al., 1999; Finke et al., 2009), yet GE and AS teachers prioritized their
needs differently. GE teachers indicated a higher need for additional support staff, which
places the onus on others to ensure that the needs of the students with ASD in their
classrooms are being met. On the other hand, AS teachers appeared to focus more
heavily on increasing the skill level of GE teachers, as well as their acceptance of this
population. AS teachers also indicated the need for a more inclusive climate at a broader
systems level, emphasizing that acceptance is not just critical for the general educators
who have students with ASD in their classrooms. Rather, these teachers felt that
improving climate and building acceptance was essential for all staff and students at their
schools.
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Limitations
This study had several limitations that must be acknowledged, primarily related to
the differences in AS and GE teacher samples, as well as with the survey measures
developed for these separate groups. First, in regard to the samples, overall sample size
was small due to the study’s criteria in evaluating the perceptions of teachers who were
presently teaching students with ASD. Additionally, the sample was not fully
representative of teachers within the large, urban district that was the focus of the study,
since the majority of teachers were receiving additional supports (e.g., consultation
services). The samples were identified in different ways, which led to some differences
in sample characteristics and the demographic information that was available. AS
teachers were participants of a larger study, AIMS, which included elementary teachers
only from grades K-4. The majority of GE teacher participants were recruited from the
same district through a contract that involved the provision of consultation services to
support the inclusion of students with ASD (similar to the AIMS study). This contract
supported GE teachers in elementary and middle school, which provided access to a
sample of teachers ranging from grades K-8. When this method of recruitment did not
yield a sufficient sample, the survey measure was adapted to a web-based measure and
approved for dissemination to GE teachers through university and state listserves for
school psychologists. While this increased the final sample, some surveys were
completed by high-school level teachers, in addition to teachers from smaller, suburban
districts.
These factors were all considered within the data analysis phase. In order to
account for potential differences in findings, multiple databases were created. Each
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analysis was run with all versions of the dataset, to determine whether findings differed.
When findings differed, a decision was made as to which data were to be used.
Ultimately, data from the set that was most restrictive in terms of eliminating data that
reflected group differences (e.g., higher grade levels) or repetition of information were
used.
Differences in survey design also led to the need to adjust the datasets in order to
address each research question. The AS teacher survey was designed to be completed for
one specific student identified as high-functioning. Thus, several teachers in the sample
who had more than one student meeting the set criteria completed additional surveys. In
contrast, the GE teacher survey could be completed for up to four students presently
included for at least part of the school day in the general education setting. Because
teachers were able to report on multiple students per survey, the individual factors that
impacted teachers’ perceptions of inclusion could not be parsed out by student for this
sample. In future studies attempting to compare the viewpoints of these two groups of
teachers, this issue could be addressed by adjusting the surveys to have the same exact
structure.
While the survey items were closely aligned, there were some differences in
terms of the wording of certain items, as well as the inclusion of some items on each
scale that were not present on the other scales. Data for these items were reported in the
Results section, but were not factored into the composites, which were directly compared
in order to address certain research questions. In addition, data from each sample were
analyzed separately when appropriate.
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Because these surveys were intended for teachers, with AS teachers being asked
to complete other paperwork from the larger study to which they were participating, the
measures were intentionally kept brief. In the survey development phase, some
additional items in the parent and school clusters were eliminated because it was believed
that teachers might have had less access to this information leading to more subjectivity.
As a results, these two composites provide less comprehensive and conclusive
information, despite the fact that they might be equally if not more impactful on some of
the research questions addressed in this study.
Finally, the impact of social desirability on teachers’ responses is a potential
limitation, given the controversial nature of the topic of inclusion. This limitation was
addressed by having teachers complete the surveys anonymously. However, particularly
for general educators who self-reported on their own beliefs, levels of experience, and
classroom climate, the extent to which social desirability may have impacted the data is
unknown.

Future Directions
Examining teachers’ perceptions of inclusion and resource needs surrounding this
model is a valuable endeavor, and one in which there is a growing literature base. It is
appropriate and necessary to evaluate these topics as they relate specifically to students
with ASD, given the increasing rates of inclusion for this population and their unique
needs. Gathering information on teachers’ perceptions in the midst of implementation
has yielded results that differ in some ways from the existing research on this topic. It is
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believed that data collected in this method may have greater utility in terms of providing
training and resources to teachers.
Separate, but closely aligned measures, were designed to assess AS and GE
teacher attitudes. To determine whether these measures are appropriate for more
widespread use, they need to be validated. Initial data on the psychometric properties of
these measures indicates that they have good internal consistency. To further support this
finding, and to collect more definitive information about the factor structure of the
measures, the study should be replicated with a larger sample. Prior to this process,
adjustments to the measures should be considered. These adjustments may include
restructuring the GE teacher survey to assess attitudes about one specific student, or
adjusting the AS teacher survey to assess attitudes for multiple students. Additionally,
there were three items that were not included on both surveys that could be added.
Another consideration would be to increase the number of items in the School and Parent
clusters, to collect more reliable data regarding the impact of these components on
teacher attitudes. Another question about whether students are getting their needs met in
their present placement could provide valuable information, in addition to reducing the
impact of social desirability on teachers’ responses to present survey items (e.g., “How
appropriate is the placement of this student?”).
To bolster findings on teachers’ perceptions of inclusion, another consideration
for future research is to collect more objective data in the areas teachers reported on. One
way to do this is to observe inclusive practices in the classrooms of the general education
teachers completing the surveys, as well as in the general education classrooms being
rated by AS teachers. This information can serve as an indicator of the success of this
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model, and the appropriateness of the placement, which can be considered alongside
teachers’ perceptions of these factors, as measured by the survey. Additionally, the
survey can be adapted for other stakeholders involved in educational placement decisionmaking, such as administrators, school psychologists, parents, and possibly even the
students themselves. Understanding the viewpoints of each of these participants would
provide valuable insight into what factors end up being most salient in this process.

Conclusion
As the number of students with ASD included in general education classrooms
continues to grow, it is essential to understand and support the teachers primarily
responsible for the day-to-day implementation of inclusion. This study has important
implications for schools and districts, as inclusion is a systems-level concept. In many
schools, particularly in larger, urban contexts, this movement is occurring regardless of
whether schools are fully prepared. A significant amount of research is currently focused
on determining whether inclusion actually leads to more positive outcomes for students.
While this has yet to be established, it is certain that inclusion will not be successful
without the necessary infrastructure in place. School psychologists are trained to work
across systems levels and have the necessary skill set to not only help schools set up the
infrastructure to support inclusion, but also to help provide the consultation and training
related to supporting students with ASD, which was indicated as a critical need by
teachers. Collaboration is part of the practice model for school psychologists (NASP,
2010), suggesting that school psychologists can and should serve as models of this
essential component of inclusion.
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Attitudes are another key component of successful inclusion models (Simpson et
al., 2003), and therefore a worthwhile area of study. While teachers’ attitudes and
opinions may not ultimately weigh as heavily in placement decision-making as those of
other stakeholders, they are still essential to understand, since attitudes are not only
linked with behavioral intent (Segall & Campbell, 2012), but also serve as potential
barriers to inclusion (Pivik et al., 2002). The findings of this study are promising in that
they indicate that teachers’ experience with inclusion for students with ASD has
important implications for the development of more positive attitudes.
Teachers also have the most knowledge of their students and how they function
throughout the school day. This insight is important for school teams in the decisionmaking process, and it is essential in identifying and prioritizing the resources needed to
make inclusion more successful. The findings of this study underscore that inclusion is
not synonymous with student placement, and that specific and continuous supports and
interventions are necessary for student development and success. Findings from this
study also highlight the unique perspectives of AS and GE teachers, as group differences
were found in their views of child readiness and context-related variables essential to
including students with ASD. These differences indicate gaps both in teachers’ beliefs
and perceptions that can and should be considered, especially since this educational
model rests so heavily on their collaboration.
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APPENDIX B: AIRS – GE TEACHER VERSION
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APPENDIX C: FACTOR ANALYSIS
Survey Item/Composite

Factor 1
Teacher

Factor 2
Classroom

Factor 3
Child 1

Factor 4
Parent

Factor 5
Child 2

% of Variance Explained

19.8%

19.3

12.6%

10.9%

7.8%

I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade
teachers at my school) am/are
supportive of having a child with
autism in their classrooms.

.573

I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade
teachers at my school) have had
prior teaching experience or
coursework on working with
children with autism.

.751

Trained support staff are
available at my school to help me
(the general education teacher)
work with the children with
autism in my classroom.

.709

I (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade
teachers at my school) have a lot
of experience/are skilled at
differentiating instruction.

.668

The parents of the child/children
with autism in my class want
their child/children included in a
general education classroom.

.686

The principal is willing to set
aside common planning time for
the general education and special
education teachers to plan for this
child/children with autism.

.583

My (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade)
classroom(s) is/are wellstructured and organized.

.714

My (the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd grade)
classroom(s) environment is
calm.

.870
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Most of the (1st, 2nd, and 3rd
grade) students in my class (at
my school) are well-behaved.

.827

This child has academic levels
that would allow him/her to work
successfully with the core
curriculum.

.864

This child’s level of social
functioning would improve from
exposure to his/her typically
developing peers.

.796

The parents of the child/children
with autism in my class are
actively involved in their child’s
education.

.896

This child has behavior issues
that may affect his/her ability to
function appropriately in a
general education classroom.

.796

This child has behaviors issues
that may affect his/her ability to
function appropriately in a
general education classroom.

.544
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APPENDIX D: CODEBOOK
Child-Level Needs (AS Survey Part 5, Q1, GE Survey Part 4, Q1)
CODE
Academics

Anxiety
Behavior

DEFINITION
Mentioning
“academics” or a
specific subject area;
reference to the need for
accommodations or
modifications to the
curriculum
Specifically referring to
anxiety
Reference to attention
problems, motivation,
off-task behavior,
aggression; mentioning
the need for behavior
supports

Communication Specific mention of
“communication” or
language-related
concerns
Motor
Reference to movement
or mobility; fine motor
Sensory/
Reference to sensory
Overstimulation needs; being
overstimulated
(differentiate from
anxiety)
Social Skills
Reference to social
skills, interaction with
others, friendships

Transition

Reference to the
transition of moving to
general education, or
transitions between
activities

Nothing
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EXAMPLE(S)
“academic levels”
“he’s reading at a primer level”
“math skills; reading comprehension”

“I feel as though her biggest challenge
will be dealing with her anxiety.”
“He has some motivational issues.”
“The student has obsessive behaviors
that change daily.”
“He also struggles with aggression
when things change or don’t go his
way.”
“The student needs constant praise.”
“communication problems”
“with my student having limited
verbalization, I often wonder if he
understands the concepts being taught”
“He moves at a slightly slower pace
than most students his age.”
“sensory needs”
“sometimes noise level is an issue”
“being able to stay focused on tasks
that are not sensory oriented” (double
code with behavior)
“social skills”
“right now, I see the child’s biggest
challenge is relating to his peers. He
barely knows the names of other
students…”
“making and maintaining friends will
be difficult”
“Being placed in general education full
time, immediately, as opposed to
easing him in…”
“when he gets familiar with the daily
routine, he will be fine”
“nothing”

Classroom-Level Needs (AS Survey Part 5, Q2, GE Survey Part 4, Q2)
CODE
Acceptance

Behavior
Management

Class Size
Co-Planning

Differentiation

Materials
Peer Support/
Classroom
Community

Physical
Conditions
Support Staff

Teacher
Attributes
Training

Nothing

DEFINITION
Reference to
acceptance or
understanding of the
students or inclusion
Reference to specific
behavioral strategies
or student behavior
needs

EXAMPLE
“Willingness to have a special education
student in their classes”

“consistency with structured
rewards/incentives”
“behavior plans”
“I need to be more proactive in preparing
the student and myself for his questions.”
Specific mention of
“lower class size”
class size
“fewer children”
Reference to planning “increase planning time between special ed
time with other
and gen ed teachers…”
professionals
“the principal needs to incorporate
common planning time…”
Mention of
“more time for hands on guided practice”
differentiated
“a teacher that can differentiate instruction
teaching strategies or to better suit a student with autism”
need for instruction
“use more choral responding, buddy
in non-academic
system…”
areas
Reference to tangible “more visual supports will need to be used”
materials or resources
Mention of the need
“we need to have a kinder classroom so
for peer support or
students don’t feel threatened”
positive peer role
“…needs a highly motivated a bright peer
models
buddy that can help him stay on task and
help him when he is confused…”
Reference to physical “I need more space for the child to move to
environment
another task”
Reference to a
“additional 1:1 support”
paraprofessional or
“extra hands to help individual children”
other adult in the
“support from paraprofessionals”
classroom
Mention of teacher
“flexibility, patience…”
qualities
“the regular ed teacher needs to problemsolve situations”
Reference to training “training of gen ed staff”
or awareness building “teachers understanding and training on
what to expect from children with autism”
“nothing”
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School-Level Needs (AS Survey Part 5, Q3, GE Survey Part 4, Q3)
CODE
DEFINITION
Reference to acceptance
Acceptance/
Understanding or understanding of the
students or inclusion
Specific mention of
class size
Differentiation Mention of
differentiated teaching
strategies or need for
instruction in nonacademic areas
Reference to an
Inclusive
inclusive school climate
Climate/
Collaboration and/or collaboration
Reference to tangible
Materials
materials or resources
Mention of training or
Parent
supports for parents
Training and
Support
Reference to physical
Physical
environment
Conditions

Class Size

Planning
Time/
Consultation
Principal/
Leadership
School-wide
Academics
and Behavior
Support Staff/
Co-Teaching
Training/
Awareness

Nothing

Mention specifically for
“time” to consult or
plan with other
professionals
Reference to the
principal’s role in
inclusion
Mention of the need for
school-wide supports
for other students
Mention of the need for
additional adults in the
classroom
Reference to training or
awareness building

EXAMPLE
“acceptance of inclusion throughout the
building”
“comments are made such as ‘what are your
kids doing here?’”
“I think smaller classes can help”
“reduced class size”
“allowances for adapted pacing and extra
guided practice for struggling students”
“more sensory activities”
“including us more in activities and planning
will make a greater difference”
“the inclusion atmosphere has to change…”
“not enough materials”
“more resources”
“perhaps parental workshops to support their
interactions and create realistic expectations
for their child”
“physical room size”
“the school should improve sanitary
conditions”
“behavior specialists available to support and
consult with classroom teachers”
“I would like to receive feedback on the way
the autistic child is included”
“the principal needs to accept students with
autism and make them feel more part of the
school”
“behavioral issues for all students”
“teachers dealing with other students with
behavior problems or academic problems”
“increased staff in the classroom”
“co-teaching with special education teachers”
“having our SSAs trained to work with
autistic students”
“the school needs to have training for all staff
as well as autism awareness programs for
students”
“nothing”
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